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Regents Authorize Overby To Proceed With Appeals

Hearing On Charges Against
Curris Follows Special Session
Infomation in the following article date by university attorney James
was compiled by AP staffer Diana Overby in the controversy between
Taylor in Frankfort and Murray the board and Curris.
Ledger & Times editor Gene McCutThe regents also authorized Overcheon.
by,again on a 6-4 vote, to proceed with
A five-minute special session of the any appeals or other action that might
Murray State University Board of become necessary in the future. The
Regents had dragged out for one hour board did not authorize, however, the
and 15 minutes when Regent Jerry continued employment of outside
Woodall's motion for a 10-minute legal counsel to assist the MSU atrecess was approved.
torney.
During the session, which delayed
"You cannot seriously consider not
the scheduled 8 a.m.start of a hearing . continuing," Overb y said in urging
on charges against MSU President to board to approve additional apConstantine W. Curris,the regents ap- peals. This is a question that should
proved on a 6-4 vote action taken to be answered at the top level."

RESTAURANT DIRECTORY — Rita McKeel (right) discusses with
restaurant owner Chuck Wynn plans for a restaurant directory to be
printed in the 1981 Kentucky Charity Horse Show program. McKeel is
organizing the directory of local restaurants to aid all horse show officials and participants during their stay in Murray.

Murray State Fees Would Rise

CHE To Hear Tuition Recommendation

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Tuition
and fee increases ranging from 8.5
percent for in-state students at the
state's regional universities to 8.6 percent for those at the universities of
Kentucky and Louisville have been
recommended for the 1981-82 school
year.
The recommendations by the
Financial Affairs Committee of the
state Council on Higher Education
also call for increases for out-of-state
students ranging from 13.2 percent for
graduate students at Kentucky to 20.1
percent for graduate students at
Louisville.
Here is a breakdown of suggested
fees, which the committee will present to the council April 9:
--Region universities: In-state
undergraduate students at Murray
State, Western Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky, Northern Kentucky, Kentucky State and Morehead State face
an increase of $46, to $586, while

graduate students would pay $622, an
increase of $58. Out-of-state
undergraduates would pay $1,740, an
increase of $290. while tuition for
graduate students would increase by
$220, to $1,820.
—Kentucky:
In -state
undergraduate tuition and fees would
increase by $56 to $706 and by $62 to
$782 for in-state graduate students.
Out-of-state undergraduates would
pay $2,284, an increase of $284, while
out-of-state graduate students would
pay $2,378, up from $2,100.
Kentucky's community colleges
would continue to charge $390 for instate students, but out-of-state
students would pay $1,018, an increase
of $18.
Kentucky pharmacy students would
pay $1,040 next year, an increase of
$40, while out-of-state students would
pay $2,4.50, an increase of $200.
—Louisville:
In -state
undergraduates would pay $706 a
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partly sunny,
windy and warm
Partly sunny, windy and
unseasonably warm today.
Highs in the upper 70s. Becoming cloudy with a good chance of
thunderstorms tonight. Lows in
the low to mid 50s.
Thunderstorms likely Sunday.
Highs in the upper 60s to low
70s. Winds will become
southwest 10 to 20 mph and gusty today, diminish to 10 to 15
mph tonight

year, an increase of $56, and in-state
graduate students would pay an additional $62, or $782. Out-of-state
undergraduates would pay $2,284, an
increase of $304, while graduate
students would pay $2,378, up from
last year's $1,980.
—Law schools: Kentuckians studying law at Kentucky, Louisville and
Northern Kentucky would pay $1,124,
compared with last year's $900, while
out-of-state students would pay $2,828,

Negotiators Attempt
To Avert Polish Strike
WARSAW, Poland
AP) —
Negotiators for the Polish government and the Solidarity independent
trade union returned to the bargaining table today, working in the
shadow of Warsaw Pact forces On
maneuver and hoping to avert an
openended general strike the union
has threatened for Tuesday.
National Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa and Deputy Premier Mieczyslaw Rakowski, the government's
top labor troubleshooter, sat down at
a government office here to discuss
union grievances arising from the
beatings last week of farmers and
union activists in Bydgoszcz, 140
miles northwest of the capital.
The labor leader arrived to the
cheers of 1,000 supporters who
chanted his name and shouted, -Be
Brave!" Walesa, sporting a red carnation, waved but made no statement.
Aides, however, said they were optimistic a settlement might be reached.
The government Friday gave the
union an official report of the
Bydgoszcz incident, and union leaders
spent the night studying it. Solidarity

• Senate Majority Is United To
Defend Reagan Budget Cuts
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer

angrily accused the Republicans of
rearranging the cuts in a way that
WASHINGTON (AP) — Unmoved would "pit the poorest starving
by eruptions of heated rhetoric from children of the world, of Africa and
Democrats, the Senate's Republican Asia ... against American children
majority is standing united in defense and coming up with a pious answer
of the budget cuts President Reagan that we're goiag to protect the
budget."
is asking Congress to enact.
"If that is what the cost of fighting
In two days of debate on the propos- inflation is, it's unacceptable," Kened cuts, Republicans have turned nedy shouted, banging his fist on his
back four Democratic attempts to desk.
•
restore money to social programs.
"I don't know anything in this
Consideration of the measure amendment that says we're going to
resumes Monday, with debate on an take food out of the mouths of
amendment by Sen. Donald W. Riegle children," Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.,
Jr., D-Mich., that would restore $800 shot back.
million in 1982 to finance the
When Dole, who supports food
minimum Social Security benefit of stamps and other nutrition programs,
$122 a month that the Reagan ad- complained about "tired liberal
ministration is seeking to cut.
voices who got us into this 1 economic)
In all, Reagan wants to slash $2.8 mess," Kennedy retorted he was a
billion from the budget for the re- "young Democrat who was proud to
mainder of 1981, $36.4 billion for fiscal be associated" with the programs
1982 and $47.7 billion for fiscal 1911.
under discussion.
Fiery exchanges were touched off
Unwilling to vote against restoring
Friday when the outnumbered and at least some money for the nutrition
- frustrate*
itts- '*-iiee'e • con-'programs, Democrats were boxed infronted with
move by Sen. Jesse to going along with the mhre modest
Helms, K-N.
transfer $200 Republican measure. The Senate
million from t
orei n aid budget to passed the Helms amendments to cut
domestic nutrition programs.
$200 million from foreign aid and add
Reagan proposed $1.6 billion in cuts it to child nutrition on votes of 87-9 and
for child nutrition, particularly school 70-26.
lunches, and a $1 billion cut in foreign
Democrats lost another round later
aid.
when a move by Sen. David Boren, DDemocrats wanted $400 million of,Okla ., to cut $104 million from foreign
'the child nutrition money restored, aid programs and transfer it to
double the amount Helms' amend- veterans' health care failed, 48-44.
ment would put back.
And an attempt by Sen. Jim Sasser,
Sen. Edward M Kennedy, 1)-Mass., D-Tenn., to restore another $200

an increase of $228.
—Medical and dental schools: Instate medical students at Kentucky
and Louisville face an increase in annual tuition and fees of $355, compared with $1,800 last year, while
similar fees for out-of-state students
would rise to $4,322 from $4,000. Instate dental students will pay $1,915,
compared to $1,550, with out-ofstaters paying $300 over last year's
$3,400.

million to the school lunch program in
1962 — on top of the Helms proposal —
was rejected 54-35.
Two Democratic admendments
armed at restoring money for
veterans medical benefits were
defeated Thursday.

Objections were raised by board
members William Carneal and Ed
Settle who said they felt the board
should be consulted before further action is taken. Prior to the recess, Bill
Logan, one of Curls' attorneys,
reiterated their position that the hearing on charges be held in open session.
The hearing on charges got under
way immediately following the recess
at about 9:30.

board possibly would nut have a
quorum if it met. Six board members
are required for a quorum, and
Woodall and Christopher have voted
to prefer charges against Curris.
Even if the six board members were
to meet and drop the charges against
Curris, Palmore said, the action could
trn
b:needgated if I;eith's order is over-

After the regents hearing was
scheduled, Curris filed suit asking
Today's board meeting follows decithat five of the 10 regents be banned
sions Friday by the state's two highest
from the hearing because they were
courts to keep in force a lower court
biased against him.
order barring regents Jere McFollowing Keith's ruling, several
West
Morgan,
Steven
Cuiston, Billy
board members, represented by atand Terry' Clark from the hearing.
torneys Jones and Harold Hurt, asked
The Kentucky Supreme Court the Court of Appeals for
upheld a decision issued earlier in the "intermediate relief" to delay the efday by Judge Anthony Wilhoit of the fect of Keith's order until the higher
Court of Appeals. Wilhoit ruled that court could determine whether he had
the board members seeking the stay jurisdiction in the case
The case moved to the Supreme
failed to show that they would "suffer
irreparable injury" if the order of Court after Wilhoit's denial.
In seeking to delay Keith's order,
Special Calloway Circuit Judge J.
Hurt said the circuit judge assumed
Paul Keith Jr. took effect.
The action stemmed from Keith's jurisdiction in an area which should
decision Tuesday that four regents have been reserved for the board.
"The Board of Regents is given ex"are so biased and prejudiced" that
they are not qualified to take part in clusive control and jurisdiction over
employment, tenure and official relathe hearing.
The four regents are among six who tion of employees,including the presihave voted twice to prefer charges dent" by state law, Hunt argued in his
against Curris, president of the petition.
Curris did not exhaust aduniversity since 1973. The other
regents are Jerry Woodall, whom ministrative remedies available
Keith ruled may hear the charges, through board action before going to
and chairman M. Ronald Christopher. court, Hurt added.
If six regents were to take part in
Other members of the board are
William Corneal, Dr. Ed Settle. Sara the hearing and a later court determination found that Keith did not
Page and Dr. Charles Howard.
Regents attorney Rick Jones told have jurisdiction, another hearing
the Supreme Court that the regents would have to be held "entailing conwere uncertain whether Keith's ruling siderable extra expense and inconvebarred the four regents from taking nience" for the parties invok ed. Hurt
part in a meeting to delay the Curris said.
But Wilhoit said the attorney failed
hearing. But several justices responded that Keith apparently had not to show any other injury beyond that
meant to bar the regents from any of the potential of extra expense.
"The decision on whether the
meeting other than one held to con'Saturday ) meeting is held would
sider the charges.
"It seems the orderly thing is for seem to rest with the I regents)
the board not to meet" until the ques- themselves and any injury they may
tion is resolved in court, said Chief incur by holding the meeting may be
forestalled by their own action," the
Justice John Palmore.
Other justices suggested that the judge said.

has demanded the government fire
the three officials it claims were
responsible for the beatings.
Beyond the threatened general
strike, there was another'deadline of
sorts. Poland's Communist Party
Central Committee was to meet Sunday, and there were suggestions that
anti-union hardliners might take matters into their own hands if there is no
settlement before then.
This prospect was of particular concern in Washington, where one senior
official said a crackdown by Polish
security forces could lead to fighting,
"and if there is fighting, you know
what comes next."
• A four-hour nationwide "warning"
strike Friday — and the Soviet reaction to it — hinted at what could happen if negotiations fail.
Millions of Polish workers took part
in the walkout, from steel mill and
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. AP ) —
Shuttle Operations Director George
tractor plant employees in the capital
to shipyard workers in Gdansk, where The space shuttle Columbia has Page said an inspection team dressed
labor unrest was ignited last summer. cleared a crucial test with no ap- in flame-retardant suits and workers
parent problems, but the 'announce- monitoring television cameras "did
ment of a date for the shuttle's launch not see any change" in the 15-story,
into orbit hinges on a close inspection silo-like fuel tank after Friday's test.
this weekend.
The inspection team, working from
A team of specialists begins a a launch platform and gantry', looked
critical "hands-on" inspection of the through binoculars and took infra-red
A lifesaving course has been
reusable spacecraft's fuel tanks to- Photographs of the tank from about 10
scheduled from April 27 to May 1 at day,
looking for any defects that feet away, watching for ice or vapors
Murray State University.
might further delay launch prepara- that would indicate the insulation had
Classes will be conducted from 6
lions in the $8 billion space-shuttle separated from the tank's aluminum
p.m. to 9:30 in the pool in the Carr
skin.
program.
Health Building.
The outcome of the next phase in the
Technicians loaded 526,000 gallons
Anyone interested in the certifica- of
super-cold liquid hydrogen and ox- shuttle's prelaunch check-up, the
tion to work as a lifeguard should call
ygen into the shuttle's towering exter- "handson" test, will determine a
the Red Cross Office at 753-1421 to sign
nal fuel tank Friday and then drained launch date for the shuttle, officials
up.
it in the second such test this week.
'say'
'
at
r

Shuttle Launch Depends
On Upcoming Inspection

Lifesaving Course
Will Be Offered

**
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Children's Company,
YAG Will Meet
Sunday, Monday
The Children's Company and the
Young Actors Guild, two educational
programs for young people sponsored
by the Community Theatre, will have
meetings Sunday and Monday, according to director Richard Valentine.
The Young Actors will meet at 4:30
p.m. Sunday following the matinee of
the Community Theatre performance
of "The Fourposter" at the city park.
Officers for the coming year will be
elected: Any high school student is
urged to attend.
Members of the Children's Company will meet from 3:30 p.m. to 5
Monday at the depot for entertainment, a business meting and
refreshments. Classes for the summer, along with the summer
children's production, will be discussed. Children's Company T-shirts have
arrived and may be picked at the
Monday meeting.
For more information about the
Children's Company or the Young Actors Guild,call the theatre at 759-1752.
A

•

.7;'•••• 1..cot
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OPENING NIGHT — The scene was celebration for the Community Theatre's fourth anniversary following
the first performance of the three-act comedy,"he Fourposter." Production expenses for the show were underwritten by the Bank of Murray and Century 21, Loretta lobs Realtors. The play continues with performances at 8 p.m. tonight and 2 p.m. Sunday. Shows next weekend are set for 8 p.m. Thursday, Friday and
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Admission is $3 for adults, $2 tor students and $1.50 for senior citizens and
children. under 12. For reservations, call 759-1 7S1. Shown with theatre director Richard Valentine are Libby
Hart, Or, Jim Hart, Loretta lobs, Sid lobs and last members I inda Begley and Bill Phillips.
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Community Events Are Listed

HEALTH

Saturday, March RS
Boat safety show by Murray State and TVA will be at
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.swimming pool of Carr
Health Building, Murray
an 11 year-old girl. and I have State, at 1 p.m. An ina bump under my knee cap
struction time for the kids
My mother took me to a doc- before they drive the 7 foot
tor about it. and he said it s
because I'm too active and hit boats.
it on something He said I had
Eastwood Christian School
to stop being so active
will have registration for the
My mother asked if I would
fall term at the school,
ever get better because even
Highway 94 East.
if I kneel down it hurts so bad
The doctor said I would
always have the bump but
Events at Land Between
when I stopped growing the
Include Passive
bone would harden and it the Lakes
wouldn't hurt anymore He Solar Homes at Golden Pond
said all he could do now was
Visitors Center from 10 a.m.
to put it in a cast to stop my
14) 12 noon; Washing Clothes
being so active
at The Homeplace-1850 at 2
My mother didn't think that
p.m.; Deep Water Crappie
was a good idea What do you
fishing at Center Station
think,
DEAR READER -- You from I tot p.m.
must be describing Osgood
Schlatter's disease that occurs
Murray Squa-A-Naders
in adolescence The most
will dance from 8 to 10:30
accepted view is that it is a
minor injury in which the
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
kneecap tendon inserts into
World Hall.
the top of the shinbone, This
area is not calcified at that
Alpha Department of the
age and the strong pull when
the knee is straightened
Murray Woman's Club will
induces the injury That is meet at 12 noon at the club
why the doctor said you
house.
should be less active
Some doctors believe in
Alcoholics Anonymous and
casts Others just suggest restricting activity, particularly Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
that involving straightening the west end of the Livestock
the knee as in knee bends.
and Exposition Center.
football, going up stairs
Avoid any knee-bend type of
activity Most knees do heal in
Third night of Intertime, near the end of the collegiate rodeo, sponsored
growth phase, with the calcifiby Murray State Rodeo Club,
cation of the bone area
will be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Hang on to that good doc
When
DEAR DR LAMB
is it time to switch doctors' I
,m taking six pills daily for
iigh blood pressure About six
years ago, when my blood
pressure was 150 over 95, he
put me on one pill daily That
was all, for three years
I gained some weight. about
10 pounds and my pressure
increased Since then he has
been steadily changing and
increasing my medicine Now
I am taking Apresoline.
Lopressor and hydrochlorothiazide
My pressure varies a lot
Whenever it gets over 145
over 90. he's not pleased
Well, I'm not pleased to be
taking six pills a day either
After my last test he said
my potassium was down, and
he's thinking of adding potassium I remember reading in
your column that low potassium could be from medicines
draining your system
You
DEAR READER
had better keep that doctor It
sounds as if he is interested in

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun 2:00
Cheri & Cine'
All Seats S1.50

7:159.10 • 2 00Sat Sun

helping you NO count your
blessings
Your story is a good example of what weight gain does
to blood pressure It has been
well demonstrated that many
people with ugh blood pressure can decrease the amount
of medicine they take if they
lose weight So, if you cut
down on calories, maybe you
will be able to cut down on
pills
Get rid of every extra
pound of fat you possibly can
and start a walking program
to help improve your physical-activity level If you
smoke. stop If you use coffee.
tea or colas, stop those habits.
toe
AS discussed in The Health
Letter number 15-8, Your
Vital Blood Pressure, which I
am sending you, it is important to treat mildly elevated
blood pressure We accept 145
over 90 as normal, but people
who have pressure of 115 over
75 are less likely to have
strokes, heart attacks and
other medical problems Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019
You are lucky to be taking
only six pills You may be
able to avoid taking potassium by including enough fruit
and fruit juices in your diet,
but try to get rid of those
extra pounds
DEAR DR LAMB -- I am

Music Recital Given
— %no Thur. —
7 00, It) 00 005at , Sun

7 13,9 CIO +200
Lit•(OKA
:HARLES GRODIN
THE
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SHRINKING
WOMAN
• MO1,1•••••
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Music
Murray
The
Association
Teachers
presented students in an early spring recital on Sunday
afternoon, March 22. Their
parents and friends enjoyed
a variety of piano styles and,
as a special and unusual
treat, a dance interpretation
in celebration of the arrival
of spring.
Pianists who performed on
the program were Amy
Pyle, Karen Dale, Mark
West, Kevin Crawford,
Phillip Billington, Leslie
Franklin, Susan Jones, Kenny Hainsworth, Danielle
Rodriguez, Wendy Parker,
and Suzanne Meeks.

Murray State Racers will
play University of Iowa in a
A piano-ballet duo was baseball game at 3 p.m. at
performed by Brenda Conley Reagan Field, Murray.
at the piano and Bekah
Brock, dancer. Miss Brock is
Kentucky High School
a student of Gail Wahlig.
Speech League Regional
Teachers participating it Tournament will continue
the activities of the group through 2 p.m. at Faculty
are Maxine Clark, Karen and Wilson Halls, Murray
Greer, Shirley Johnson, State.
Suzanne Johnson, Dorothy
Annual Civitan Club PanMason, Susan McKeever, cake Day will be held from 5
Thompson, and
Carol
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Trenholm's
Margaret Wilkins,
Restaurant. Tickets are $2
Music each.
Murray
The
Teachers Association is an
Wesley Foundation, Muraffiliate of the Kentucky
Music Teachers and Na- ray State, will have a pantional Music Teachers cake breakfast from 7 to 10
a.m, at the First United
Associations.
Church,
Methodist
downtown Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

15-41:>A

Eleventh annual Miss
Murray State Scholarship
Pageant will be at 7:30 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray.

peaty

Monday, March 30
Murray State Men's Ten
Front Porch Swing will
us Team will be in a rehearse at First
Christian
riangular match with Church at 7p.m.
Austin Peay and Western
Junior Babe Ruth Baseball
Kentucky at 1 p.m. at
will have an organizational
University Courts, Murray
meeting at H de H Block at
Sunday, March 29
7:30 p.m. Boys and girls, 13 By Abigall Van Buren
Quilt Show, sponsored by to 15 years olds, and their
Creative Arts Department of parents are urged to attend.
Murray Woman's Club, will
Murray State Racer
be from I to 6 p.m. at the
club house. Admission will baseball team will meet in a
double header with Universi- DEAR ABBY: I have been "witchcrafted." This evil is
be $1.
ty of Missouri at St. Louis at more serious than people realize. I would not have believed
Mr. and Mrs. Louis 1 Pop) 1 p.m. and University of it could actually happen until it happened to me. My doctor
Williams will be honored on North Dakota at 3 p.m. at laughed and said it was all in my head. He said he had no
idea how to treat this kind of problem and I should just
their 50th wedding' anniver- Reagan Field, Murray.
forget about it. Well, I tried and I can't. It keeps getting
sary at a morning church
Exhibition of arts and worse.
service and at a reception
help people with all kinds of problems. Can you
crafts
by students in White Abby, you
Imthe
from 2 to 4 p.m. at
tell me where to go to take this evil spell off my body? I am
and
Woods
HaLs,
Murray
manuel Lutheran Church,
tortured by this hex on me day and night. I am not
Murray. All friends and State University, will be on imagining things. I know that I am under the control of
display
from
1
to
3
p.m. in some kind of witch, but nobody believes me. I am not
relatives are invited.
Hart Hall. The exhibition is making this up and I am not crazy. Please help me.
E. IN PHILADELPHIA
Matinee of "The Four presented by Mason Art
Poster" by the Community Gallery Exhibits.
DEAR E.: I believe you. Since the problem exists in
Theatre will be at 2 p.m. at Square Dance class with your mind, in order to be cured, you need to see a
the old freight depot in the Bill Zambella as caller will psychiatrist — or psychologist — or some kind of
Murray-Calloway Park.
be held at the Douglas therapist who specializes in problems of the mind.
Center. For information call Your physician should have recommended several,
Junior clarinet recital by 753-8938 between 10 a.m. and but since he did not, consult your local mental health
clinic. Explain your problem and let the clinic help
Russell Gross, Radcliff,: will 2 p.m.
you.
be at 2 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Tuesday, March 31
DEAR ABBY: When my husbanii retired two years ago,
Center, Murray State.
we moved into a nice, friendly mobile-home park. Once a
Boosters
Calloway
Band
Annual Sigma Sigma
month, about 15 couples in our immediate area get together
Sigma Founders Day Ban- will have a special called for a potluck supper, each bringing a salad, casserole, cake,
p.m.
at
the
meeting
at
7
pie, etc.
quet will be at ballroom of
University Center, Murray Calloway County High Everything looks delicious, but here's the problem. In
room.
Band
School
visiting some of my neighbors, I've seen their kitchens, and
State University, at 1 p.m.
the thought of eating their food turns me off. One widow has
Cost will be $5.50 per person
Murray Band Boosters .wo cats who walk all over her kitchen counters. Another
and all alumni are invited.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at the neighbor has chronic eczema and prepares her food with
hands. One couple cooks
Monday,March30
Murray Middle School some kind of ointment on her
together, and the husband never washes his hands after
Calloway County Humane Cafeteria.
using
the
toilet.
The
lady
next
door
lets her parakeets fly
Society will meet at 7 p.m. at
around freely, distributing their droppings all over her
Calloway
Public
the
Murray TOPS f take off kitchen! I've seen her squash insects with her fingers and
Library. All members and pounds sensibly) Club will scratch her dog while she bakes.
interested persons are urged meet at 7 p.m. at the Health My husband and I enjoy the company of these neighbors,
to attend.
but what excuse can we use for not eating their food? Or are
Center.
we too fussy?
SANITARY SUE
for Singles Class of Seventh
Pre-registration
kindergarten and first grade and Poplar Church of Christ
will be from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. will meet at 7 p.m. at the DEAR SUE: Too fussy? Not in my book. You could
eat first, or eat only what you bring to the potluck
at Robertson School.
church building.
supper.

Spellbound Woman
Wants Hex Relief
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Recovery, Inc., will meet
Annual Future Business DEAR ABBY: About a year ago I read a book by a soat 7:30 p.m. at the Health Leaders of America regional called
"expert" on how to beat the crap tables. It,fascinated
Center, North Seventh and conference will be held all me, so after reading it several times,
I built a crap table,
Olive Streets, Murray.
bought
some dice and poker chips and practited this system
day in Lovett Auditorium,
until
I
had
it
down
pat.
After
six months I showed a
Murray State University.
Advance registration for
information call 762- considerable profit on paper.
summer and fall terms will For
Now,common sense caused me to ask myself."Why isn't
2998.
the author of this book in Nevada cleaning up at the crap
begin today and continue
tables instead of sitting at home writing books to sell to
through April 14 in Banquet
women's
Murray
State
people?"
Room No. 1 of the Murray
will
meet
Middle
tennis
team
On the other hand, his system worked for me at home
State .University Center
University
State
when
I played just for fun.
Tennessee
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For inat 1 p.m. at the University I am kind of old and living on a fixed income. Would you
formation call Bill Adams,
invest $500 on the crap table if you, were me?
Courts, Murray.
762-3741.
PUZZLED IN TACOMA
1•111b.
Program on "Time Saving Murray State Racer
DEAR
PUZZLED: No. If anyone ever figures out
Sewing" will be presented by baseball team will meet
Dr. Linda Medlin from University of North Dakota how to beat the crap tables, I'm betting he will be
promptly barred from the casinos. Stay home and
University of Kentucky at 7 in a baseball game at 2:30
save your money.
p.m. at the Livestock and p.m. at Reagan Field, MurExposition Center. The ray.
•••
public is invited. For information call Jean Cloar at Murray State faculty sax- CONFIDENTIAL TO J. IN WACO, TEXAS: To
753-1452.
ophone quartet composed of paraphrase an old Jewish saying,"From constantly
rubbing up against a rich man, a
or man will get a
Community Chorus will Ray
Rogerhoie
Smith,
in his sleeve."
practice at Calloway Public Reiclunuth, Donald Story,
Library at 7:30 p.m.
•••
and Gerald Welker will preHazel and Douglas Centers sent a recital at 8:15 p.m. in
will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 the Recital Hall Annex, Fine Getting married? Whether you want a formal
p.m. for activities by the Arts Center, Murray State. church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
Senior Citizens with lunch at
adddressed, stamped (28 cents) envelope to:
I iti ,seLf-ed
Hazel at 11:45 a.m, and at Repeat session of lesson on f
Abby's
Booklet. 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Douglas at 12 noon.
-Time Saving Sewing"
ilisy Ca
wlif. 90212.
'
Dr. Linda Medlin will be at
9:30 a.m. at the County ExMirrray
tension Office, 209 Maple
G. CORN, JR.
Street. For information call
fuI Ledger dr Times
753-1452.

F(4R SUNDAY. MARCH 29,1981
What kind of day will tomor- GEMINI
row be" To find out what the May 21 to June 201
Third night "The FourA romantic interest or a
stars say, read the forecast
will be presented by
child could put a damper on poster"
given for your birth Sign.
at
your mood. Career discus- the Community Theatre
sions augur well. Joint finan- the old freight depot in the
ARIES
cial moves are indicated.
Murray-Calloway Park at 8
Late Shows Fri. &
: Mar. 21 to Apr.19) er
CANCER
p.m.
You have good career ideas, !June 21 to July 22)
Cheri 2-1 130 p.m
but utilize your intuition in
A domestic problem could
development
"Rocky Horror
Faculty
deciding on the right time to cause a change in plans. The
Picture Show"(R)
present them to others. A Late evening finds you back on workshop on clinical evaluaclose tie seems cold.
schedule. Attend to the needs tion of students will be from
Cheri 3.1 1.40 p. .
TAURUS
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Mississipof older people.
Adult Entertainment
'Apr. 20 to May 201
LEO
pi Room. University Center,
— 1 8 or over only Sickness could be the reason July 22 to Aug. flu
Murray State.
why someone is unable to join
Lack of feedback from
Late Slaw Ades. $3.00
you at a festive occasion. A another needn't depress you.
close friend would be happy to Don't solicit opinions from
fill in.
negative types. Energy. seems
erratic now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
3.211-A
"It is an aspect of all hapTry to keep costs down.
ft K 7 6
piness to suppose that we
Money could be a sore point
•••••••••
Q
8
6
4
deserve it " — Joseph Joubwith a friend. Keep conversa•A DI 8
ert
tions on the light side. Mental
K 76
pursuits stimulate.
WEST
EAST
LIBRA
•QJ 8 2
•10 9
(Sept. 23 toOct. 22 —
•10 9 7 5
•K2
Pessimism on your part will
IIKQ.1632
It took some fine play to 411 9 7 5
+Q102
not bring out the best in
make today's nip and tuck *J 8
others. Do-it-yourself projects spade game and the CanadiSOUTH
•A 5 4 3
are favored. Don't be edgy ans had good reason to be
AJ3
with family members.
only
did
they
happy. Not
•4
SCORPIO
dodge the no trump trap,
44, A 9 5 4 3
lOct. 23 to Nov. 21) ni/r4r.. Sammy Kehela of Toronto
Avoid touchiness. Heart-to- timed the play precisely to
Vulnerable North-South
heart talks will clear up take ten tricks.
Dealer North The bidding
misunderstandings. Don't
After his first round pass. North East South West
carry the world on your Eric Murray of Toronto Pass
I*
Dbl
Pass
Pass 24
Pass
shoulders. Open up.
(North) made repeated forc- 2•
341
Pass
44
1
Pass
SAGITTARIUS
ing cue bids in response to
All
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
South's takeout double. And 44
Pass
A party may be disappoin- when he couldn't get South
Opening read Diamond five
ting in some way. You'll need to try no trump, he opted for
to watch spending now. Don't the shaky major suit game
be careless with possessions. A fine decision. At the 1980 another club lead would
Trust intuition.
World Championships. Bel- leave West in the same posiCAPRICORN
gium tried the no trump tion
1 Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
A fine effort by the Canagame and went two down in
A parent or a friend may the process
dians They fully deserved
find fault with you. However,
At four spades, dummy's their excellent score
You may pay only
creative interests are favored. ace won the first diamond
Privacy brings you valuable lead and the immediate
Bid with Corn
insights.
heart finesse succeeded. The
AQUARIUS
king and ace of clubs were South holds 3-28-8
!Jan_ 20 to Feb. 18)
cashed and a third club was
and the $19 balance plus postal fees hen the postman
A sense of embarrassment surrendered to East. West
•109
delivers your portraits or pay the full $19.95 at time of
may put you in the mood for discarding a diamond East
•K2
sitting and receive your portraits postage paid.
quiet times. Don't brood about returned a high diamond
41Kg.1632
*Q10 2
the
past.
A
friend
Ls
willinett°
ctartit
'WWI*
fli
,
ruffed
and
a
• Package includes one 10%13, tw o tis10, three 5s7, 15
low spade was led to
a allet sire and miniature charms color portraits
PISCES
• No limit on number of packages.
/ dummy's king. Dummy's North South
• No age limit
Feb. 19 to Mar.
. 20) •• CC.:4
last diamond was ruffed and 14
2•
• iRSR for each additional subject in same portrait
A loved one's hurt feelings overruffed (a key play) and 2*
^
• Offer is limited to full package orders only
makes cooperation difficult West exited with the ten of
• Use your Sean charge card
about money matters. Do your hearts Declarer ducked • in ANSWER: Two no trump
best to mend fences. Fnends dummy and bagged East's Three diamonds is a possi
Adults and family groups welcome!
are helpful.
king and was now in com- bility, however, the invita
YOU BORN TODAY are plete command
Satisfaction guaranteed
tional no trump bid is more
practical,
but
idealistic
and
He cashed his OP. of encouraging
or your money back.
sometimes have difficulty spades to reduce West and
Offer good on portraits taken
reconciling these qualities. dummy to one trump each
Send brIdge questions to The Aces.
You're attracted to avant- and then led a good club P0
Wednesday, April let
Box I liar Dallas. Tess. Stilt
garde ideas and are aLso past West If West ruffed, with sell sodden...1, stamped cnvelr'P'
Bel-Air Shopping Center
philanthropic. If your job dummy would discard a for reply
reflects your ideals, you will heart and claim the last two
South 12th Street — Murray
tricks and if West discarded,
rue to the top.

nof'P
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24 color
portraits
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Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m, at the First
United Methodist Church.

Am
:***,

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

411979 Crwrshan [Noche, m gy Meese .se

Church is an
old-fashioned
idea.

90

To VA LL

You bet it is Two thousand years old-fashioned. It hasn't gone
out of style like peg pants and bobby sox.-Christianity is not
just another fad..
At the Christian Church Disciples of Christ) we have away
of looking at faith and the church that is a little different from
a lot of the other denominations. We believe in freedom of interpretatiovf the Scriptures. We don't tell you what to think,
we ask you what you think.
We sure don't think that the church is old hat. We think that
Christians should band together and share their faith and joy
of living through the church community.
Bring your new, or old, ideas to church Sunday. We welcome
both of you.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr David C Roos, Minister
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Murray Business News Briefs
7-1

Investors Look At How
r
mo•y
L Firms Fared In 1980

t,:41
41-1"4"w T-4- 11)
_

I

This is annual report
season for Kentucky companies, and the mailboxes of
shareholders, other investors
and
financial
reporters are full of the
glossy-covered, full-color
reports on how companies
fared in 1900.
Public companies — those
that sell shares of stock to
the public — are required by
law to make these reports at
the end of their fiscal year,
which corresponds to the
calendar year for most. And
they typically do it in style.
When you get to the bottom

ifre

:d
JOINS STAFF — Roy McKendree (left) and Byron
Forbus (middle) welcome
Walter Wightman Mehr to Byron's Pharmacy and Uncle
Jeff's Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy. Mehr will work in the pharmacies at both locations.

To

Dr. Charles Patterson
Opens Murray Practice

Be At Byron's, Uncle Jeff's

New Pharmacist Welcomed
Roy McKendree and
Byron Forbus have announced that Walter Wightrnan
Mehr will serve as pharmacist at Byron's Pharmacy
and Uncle Jeff's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy.

Mehr graduated from the
Samford University Pharmacy School. He also attended Murray State University
and Harding College.
Mehr and his wife Nancy
have two children, Joey 2,

and Becky, 3 nionths. They
reside in Lynwood Estates.
Mehr previously worked in
Ripley,Tenn.,for two years.
With his free time, Mehr
enjoys hunting and water
sports.

Dan Fain Joins
Purdom Staff As
Service Technician
" Wells Purdom Jr. of Purdom Oldsmobile, Pontiac,
Cadillac is pleased to announce that Dan Fain joined
his staff March 23 as a service technician.
Fain has been a mechanic
for 42 years. He also has attended all training schools
taught by General Motors.
Fain and his wife Carolyn
reside in Lynn Grove. They
have two sons — Jackie, of
Murray, and Roger, of Fort
Collins, Colo.
Fain invites all of his
friends and past customers
to see him at Purdom's for
their car care needs.

Dr. Charles C. Patterson
has announced the opening
of his office for the practice
of medicine in Murray. He
specializes in family practice and is ceitified by the
American &PO; d of Family
Practice. His office is
locriteif at 104 N.5th Street.
The new Murray physician
is a nativt. of Columbus,
Ohl.), whorl he received his
M.D. degree from the Ohio
State University College of
Medicine in 1959. Dr. Patterson then completed a
rotating general internship
at Cincinnati General
Hospital, with a residency in
internal medicine at Christ
Hospital in Cincinnati.
Dr. Patterson has been in
private practice for 15 years,
most recently located in Oak
Ridge, Tenn. While practicing in Oak Ridge, he was
consultant at the Union Carbide Medical Division and on
the Staff of the Oak Ridge
Mental Health Center.
In 1977, Dr. Patterson was
commissioned as Lieutenant
Colonel in the US Air Force.
He was stationed at the Hahn
Air Force Base Hospital in
Germany. While there, he
served as Chief of Hospital

R.J. Reynolds Donates
JOINS STAFF — Dan Fain recently joined the staff at Pur- To State College Fund
dom Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac as a service
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
technician. Fain has done mechanical work for about 42
— R.J. Reynolds Industries,
years.
Inc. has contributed $20,000
***************************** to the Kentucky Independent
College Fund, matching
For all your Trove! Reservations Coll
dollar-for-dollar the money
raised in a special KIFC
campaign.
"The Kentucky Independent College Fund apprecates the faithful support that R.J. Reynolds has
given to independent higher
r epre sen t ing
education in our state for the
past 21 years," said C. EdAmerican and International Traveltime
ward Brandon, Jr., president.of KICF.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

BUY WHERE THE DEALERS BUY
44,

line of the slick reports,
however, with particular attention to the last three months of the 1900 fiscal year,
"dismal" would seem to be
the word that best describes
the combined fourth quarter
performance of Kentucky's
25 largest public companies.
But wait.
That's primarily because
Kentucky's two largest companies
were
down
substantially from 1979.
Ashland Oil's earnings slipped to $20.2 million from the
previous year's $75.9 million,
a 73 percent decline.

R. J. Reynolds Industries
is the nation's largest contributor to private colleges
through the 39 member
funds of the Independent College funds of America.
''We are gratified that our
$20,000 challenge grant has
been successful in encourag.
ing increased support of
KICF," commented John
Bacon, RJR's director of
corporate contributions.
R.J. Reynolds Industries,
with headquarters in
Winston-Salem. N.C., is the
parent company of R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., Del
Monte Corp. (canned and
prepared frozen foods,
beverages and fresh fruit);
R.J. Reynolds Tuba(.:o International, Inc.; Arninoil
USA, Inc. (energy); SeaLand Industries Investments, Inc.(containerized shipping); and R. J.
Reynolds
Development
Corp.

Kennon Notified
That Award
Qualifications Met
Joe 1,. Kennon, branch
manager of the Murray,
branch office of Strout Realty, has been notified by the
cOmpany's executive offices
in Springfield, Mo., that
qualifications for the Strout
Master Salesman Award
have been achieved.
In recognition of this accomplishment, an engraved
wall plaque will be presented
to the branch office commending the sales staff for
outstanding sales achievement and neteworthy service to the public. Additional
acknowledgement will appear in the Company's
magazine "Strout World."
The Murray branch office
is located at 1912 Coldwater
Road. The sales staff includes Timothy M. Graves,
CharleS R.Shuffett, E. Owen
Billington, Thomas E. Herndon, Lou Ann Philpot,
Sharon L. McConnell, Dan
Shipley, Thomas L. Bullington, Keith Kennedy and
Maurice E. Humphrey.

NEW AND OLD — Ernie McDowell (right) welcomes new store manager Jack
Feger to the Murray Begley Drug Store, located in the Central Shopping Center
Feger comes to Murray as manager-pharmacist from the Greenville Begley s
McDowell, who was the Murray store manager, is being transferred to the larger
GLisco Begley's, where he will be assistant manager. Feger has been a,sociated
with Begley's for 10 years and has been a pharmacist for 27 years. He received
his degree fi-iirn PAler University. McDowell was at the Murray location the :ast
one and one-half years. He has been with the Begley's chain for four years. Feger
invites everyone to stop by the store and greet him. Store hours are 9 a.m. to 9
p m. Y.,,ndav through Saturday and 12 p.m. to 7 in Sunday.

R;.te Increase
Requested For
Gas Customers

Dr.Charles Patterson
Services, Director of
Medical Education, Chief of
Flight Surgery and Commander of the Air
Transportable Clinic,
Dr. Patterson graduated
from the School of
Aerospace Medicine, Brooks
Air Force Base, in San Antonio, Texas in 1979. As
Flight Surgeon, he was
navigator on F-4 Phantom
Jets and on Air Evacuation
Missions in Europe.
Dr. Patterson is married
to the former Sylvia
Langston. They have eight
children and two grandchildren. The Pattersons live
in Canterbury Estates and
are members of the First
Baptist Church in Murray.
Mrs. Patterson is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Brent Langston and the
sister of Mrs. James (Jan)
Baker, all of Murray.

Farm Credit
Needs To Be
Discussed

RICHMOND, Ky. (API —
A 10.6 percent rate increase
will be requested for natural
g as customers in Richmond.
The increase is due to Columbia Gas raising the
wholesale price of natural
gas more than 13 percent.
The Richmond Utilities
Board announced Wedneesday it will request the in
crease at the next Richrnorx
City Commission meeting
April 7.
Utilities board member
Vic Messmer said municipa.
utility companies are required by law to pass on
operating costs to their
customers.

im4

KEEP THAT GREAT
Ca
.M FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

w

Yellow Nova
4 door: air, 1 owner new cor trade
,n
automatic. v-8. cloth seats. 72,xxx.

Dwain
753-2617

S1,977 00
Taylor Chevrolet kw.
641 South Murray

=HERA L MOTOR. NUR'S DIVISION

EMPLOYEE
OF THE MONTH
TERRY McKINNY
Terry McKinny (left) was
chosen last week as Landolt LTD's employee of the
month. Terry was chosen
the
on
basis
of
cooperation, quality work
and productivity. He has
been with the company for
ten months, and is seen
here with one of his supervisors Betty Ross, his other
supervisor Margie Brandon
;s not pictured

Credit needs of Kentucky
farmers will be discussed by
bankers from across the
state April Sand 6 during the
Kentucky Bankers Association 1981 Agricultural Credit
Conference at Holiday Inn
South, Louisville._
According to Emerson
Jones, vice president, The
Paducah Bank & Trust Company, Paducah, member of
the Kentucky Bankers
Association Agricultural
Committee; bankers will
hear the Hon. Larry J
Hopkins, Kentucky sixth
district
representative
discuss .-Agricidiue in in,
Reagan Era," and Wilmer
Browning, Ph.D., of the
University of Kentucky
111
Department of Agriculture, Ihainimmisimmoommr
talk about the outlook for the
farm economy.
Also, farmer Bob Wade of
•
Franklin. past president of
;,-*1
*
- ,
:41EW
* ;.: 'AP.7
alrf:
.\_/"."\_
/"----\_/
. ,7` /-0
,
the Kentucky Farm Bureau,
Weal the
will tell "What a Farmer Expects From his Bank."
Banquet speaker for the
two-day conference to also
include various technical
sessions will be Louisville
Courier-Journal columnist
Byron Crawford.

LANDOLT
LIMITED
E. Poalar, Murray

Bank of Murray
offer our

10,

Congratulations
to

I'VE
GOT
THE
SHIELD
DAN MeNUTT

Of

For your
lifo4lositA-Horno
Car•F•rm•BusInos•

522W. Main
klardanoi Motel

753-04,
15
Glenda Anderson
Secretary

•

WALTER WIGHTMAN
DR. CHARLES PATTERSON
DAN FAIN
ERNIE McDOWELL
JACK FEGER
JOE KENNON
TERRY McKINNY
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Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin
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The Lee Family
I was very excited last week to get a
copy of the newest book put out by the
Calloway County Genealogical Society, which is a collection of family
histories from this country. It is an excellent collection of genealogical data
and family anecdotes.
Today I would like to share with
those readers who have not seen this
book a section on the Lee family
which was submitted by Edward Lee,
who lives near Palestine Church. This
family especially interested me
because I had been intrigued by: the
number of unidentified graves in the
Palestine family — many of whom
evidently belong to members of the
•
Ross and Lee families.
"David Lee came to western Kentucky sometime between 1815 and
1820. He and his wife, Judy, and their
. family, settled near what is now Eggner's Ferry. They settled just west of
the Tennessee River. They either
entered a tract of land just immediately west of the river ( on the
hill or they went one mile west of the
river, at what is now the Ed Lee place.
The Ed Lee site is near the Palestine
Methodist Church. He entered a section of land 1640 acres ) near one of
these sites. The location was at the
site near the Palestine Church.
"They came to Kentucky either by
ox wagon or flat boat ( down the Tennessee River). Information I have is
that they came by ox wagon.
"Because of the dangers of diseases
of malaria and others, they did not
like to settle in the low land, 1 so they
settled) on the hills nearby. Another
reason they chose the lighter soils of
the upland was the thick stand of
prairie grass which covered the Tennessee Valley. They did not have
plows sufficient to turn the heavy soil
over.
"My grandfather Levi Lee ( grandson of David Lee I told me that his
father Johnathan Lee (son of David
Lee said that when the family first
came to the area that the river valley
was thickly covered with tall prairie
grass. The grass was as high as a
man's head riding on a horse. The cattle ran loose in the grass all year
round and had paths all through the
grass. Two or three times a week they
would go into the grass and round up
1.-the cows that were giving milk and
drive them out on the hill to the house
and milk them. Then the cows would
return back into the grass and stay
until they went in and drove them out
again.
"Johnathan Lee (David Lee's son
was ten or eleven years old and his
dad 'David Lee would put him on a
horse and send him into the grass to
round up the stray: cattle, and many

Business Mirror

times he was caught in the dark arid
feared going into the grass the next
time. This must have been around
1820-22, because Johnathan Lee was
born in 1812.
"Grand-dad Lee I Levi, grandson of
David) was about 45 years old when
he died, therefore he must have been
born about 1787. I cannot find the
place of his birth, and grand-dad Lee
( Levi did not know where he was
born. Grand-dad was under the impression that maybe he was born in
North Carolina and Grand-mother
Judy was born in Virginia in 1789 or
1790 1David Lee may have been born
in Virginia also). George W. Lee, son
of David Lee was born in 1810 so if
David Lee was 20 or 22 years old when
George W. Lee was born, then he must
have been born before 1788.
. "It seems that the David Lee family
came from Tennessee into Kentucky,
because George W. Lee was born in
1810, Jonathan Lee 1812, and Mack
Lee 1815 ci 1816 and were all born in
Tennessee.
"All dates and information indicate
that the family must have come into
Calloway County about 1818 or 1819( of
course it was not Calloway County at
that time. Andrew Jackson had probably just purchased the Jackson
Purchase region of Kentucky ( west of
the Tennessee River ) from the
Chickasaw Indians or was in the process of buying it.
"The Jackson Purchase was bought
from the Indians in 1818, by Jackson.
The boundary between Western Kentucky and Western Tennessee was not
fully 'settled until 1820, so there is a
vague possibility that David Lee was
actually still living in the state of Tennessee in 1818-1819, even though they
were living near Eggner's Ferry
where they settled when they came
west.-
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Robert Brelsford and James Jarrett
of Calloway County are among the 16
Four-H club members from the
Western Kentucky area who plan to
spend a week in Washington, D. C.,
April 10 to 17.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ola
Owen Ross,71.
Ten Murray High School solos and
groups rated first in the Kentucky

Solo and Ensemble Contest held at
Murray State University. Persons included Becky Terhune, Sara Sams,
Jane Wagar, Betty Ward, Emily
Belote, Freya Larson, John McKee,
Ellen Querterrnous, Beth Wilson,
Larry Slinker, Nancy Hart, Dan
Tinsley, Penny Terhune, Dan Jones,
Tim Philpot, Reale Stalls, and Laurie
Beatty.

Thoughts
In Season

20 Years Ago

Ernie Rob Bailey of the Murray College High School Chapter of the
Future Farmers of America showed
the grand champion hog at the
Calloway County FFA and 4-H Fat
Hog show and Sale held March 25 at
the Murray Livestock Company.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Patterson,66.
New directors of tha Murray
Next week I would like to continue
the story of the Lee family and their Chamber of Commerce are W. C.
early days in West Kentucky. By next
week I will be able to start taking
orders for the cemetery book. It looks
as though it will cost $15., at least to
The United States Department of
those who wish to order now. It is Agriculture is asking Calloway Counmost difficult to know how many ty farmers to produce 36,039 acres of
copies of a book to order from the corn in 1951 to back up the national
printer, in order to have enough for all defense effort. This is 1,039 acres
those wanting it without ordering too more than were produced in the counmany. So for now, anyone who wants ty in 1950, according to Q. D. Wilson,
to pre-order can have the book for chairman of the County PMA Corn$15., although after the book is actually out, the price may I though the
necessity of rising costs) go up to $20.
I hope this is not necessary and am doing everything possible to keep the
The Reservoir Clearance Division
price down. Send requests and checks
of the Tennessee Valley Authority will
to me at P.O. Box 95A if you wish to
open a headquarters office at Murray
order one now.
on April 1 as a base for the clearing of
the lower part of the Kentucky ReserBy JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
voir. Pat A. Miller of the Reservoir
Clearance Division will be the
superintendent in charge of the office.
Deaths reported this week include
Harvey L. Anderson, 48, and Clarence
S. Elkins,68.
Mule Day was held in Murray on
county lines near Fresno. Sales and Fourth Monday with the largest
Marketing Management magazine crowd of the year milling around the
published a map that included all of court square. Prize winners for
animals were Harmon Ellis, R. C.
California but excluded Virginia.
Rice's curiosity grew. He found that Tarry, Elmus Wilson, Orvis Cohoon,
in a book on the Sunbelt, two Herman Robertson, George Hart, Dr.
economists, Robert Firestine and Will Mason, C. W. Drinkard, L. S. FarBernard Weinstein, omitted northern ris, and Alton Paschall.
California and southern Nevada but Elected officers of the Calloway
included Virginia, Kentucky, West County Farm Bureau at the meeting
Virginia, Maryland, Delaware and held at the National Hotel were Rudy
Hendon, W. E. Dick, and Ortis Key.
the District of Columbia.
He found a professor, Carl Abbott, Directors are Roy Graham, Ernest
who would include as "Sunbelt" only Underwood, Q. D. Wilson, B. R.
those areas of rapid population Allbritten, Clarence McDaniel,
growth. The professor would exclude Clarence Dyer, B. H. Dixon, Jim HarLouisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi dy Walston, E. L. Kuykendall, R. T.
and Alabama, while conferring Howard, 0, V. Tidwell, B. W. EdSunbelt status on Denver, Norfolk and
Seattle.
Kirkpatrick Sale, author of "Power
Shift: The Rise of the Southern Rim
and Its Challenge to the Eastern
A decrease of $244,560 or slightly
Establishment," defined the Sunbelt less than three per cent of the 1929
as "the boundary line which runs valuation is shown in total assessment
along the northern edges of North of Calloway County for 1930, accorCarolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, ding to figures sent to the Kentucky
Oklahoma, New Mexicp, Arizona — or Tax Commissioner by Calloway Coungenerally the 37th parallel."
ty Tax Commissioner Claude AnderBut, while the 37th parallel tends to son. The total for 1930 is $8,454,688..
follow state lines, it cuts through
Deaths— reported this week include
California and Nevada. Thus-, Rice Mrs. Rosa Adams,58, Mrs. Jane Cain,
points
out
in
American 82, Miss Maggie Aycock, 69, Mrs.
Demographics, "Las Vegas is in, but Josephine Hicks Thornton, Barkley
Reno is out." Sale then creates a bit of Swann,70, and Mrs. Mary Widders.
a problem by including San FranMurray is to have a golf and country
cisco.
club, according to B. E. Langston,
One other thing • Hawaii is in, president of the organization, FiftyAlaska is out.
two acres of land, just north of the col•ea
lege, have been purchased. A club
house and a nine hole golf course will
be constructed, Langston said.
More than 1,000 persons attended
the finals of the Calloway County
Scholastic Tournament concluded at
New Concord High School on March 21
with I,ynn Grove being the winner of
It's easy to spot the guy who grdies both the
all round tests and general
when someone else gets credit for a job scholarship ranking.
well done. He's the one who's especially
Births reported this week include a
quite when somebody else is btamcd for girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eulis Goodwin, a
his mistake.
boy to Dr. and Mrs. V. A. Stilley, Jr .5
•

Elkins, Holmes Ellis, L. D. Miller, Dr.
A. H. Kopperud, and H. Glenn Doran.
Officers are A. W.Simmons, Ellis, Ed
Fenton, and R. W. Churchill.
Jimmy Olila, Eddie Lee Grogan,
Nick Terhune, Ann Story, and Judy
Cooper, all of Murray High School,
received superior ratings in the annual speech festival held at Murray
State College.
Births reported at the Murray

Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Franklin Pierce, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Higgins, a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. John Gregory, Jr., a boy
to Mr.and Mrs. Chester Uzzle, and a
girl to Mr.and Mrs. Muriel Moore.
Elected as officers of the Hazel
Parent-Teacher Association were
Mrs. Bruce Freeman, Mrs. Buron Erwin, Mrs. Johnny Orr, and Mrs. Gene
Miller.

30 Years Ago

40 Years Ago

Where Is The Sunbelt?
NEW YORK (AP) — You might
think that. ,a geographical area so
large — at least a third of the entire
United States land area — would be
easy to find. But it isn't. Where in the
world is the Sunbelt?
It is coast to coast below the 37th
parallel, according to a popular
definition, but others exclude Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama.
Sometimes northern California is included, sometimes it isn't.
The boundaries are important,
because Sunbelt statistics are used today in dozens of ways — to show
population mobility, political power
shifts, industrial growth, energy_efficient homesites.
But the boundaries are vague. So
vague are they that the situation constitutes one of the more distressing
problems of statistics, a field already
plagued by its own inadequacies and
inconsistencies.
How do you measure the population,
the industrial power, the income, the
growth of an undefined area? Do you
measure the Sunbelt by land area? Or
by some other measure,such as hours
of sunshine?
Bradley Rice, who teaches at
Clayton Junior College, in Atlanta,
ran into the problem when co-editing
an anthology of articles about Sunbelt
cities, to be published by the Universi, ty of Texas Press.
Is St. Louis a Sunbelt city? "Anyone
, who has wintered in St. Louis ... would
question its inclusion," he writes in
American Demographics, a monthly
magazine. Is Baltimore? Lexington,
Ky.?
He found curiosities. The Census
::-Bureau, for example, includes
::'Delaware with Florida in its South
Atlantic Division. Does that make
Delaware, which adjoins New Jersey,
a member of the Sunbelt group?
The Population Reference Bureau,
a distinguished organization, lists
Missouri as in. Fortune magazine put
Virginia in but split California along

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March '28, the
87th day 0(1981. There are 278 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history
On March 28, 1979, the worst commerical nuclear accident in U.S.
history occurred with a chain of
malfunctions and human errors at the
reactor on Three Mile Island in Pennsylvania.
On this day:
In 1483, the Italian painter Raphael
was born in Urbino.
In 1800, the Irish Parliament passed
the Act of Union with England.
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended
when Madrid surrendered to the
forces of Gen. Francisco Franco.
In 1967, United Nations Secretary
-s--"s•General U Thant proposed a general
truce in Vietnam and the United
States said it would go along.
Ten years ago: West Pakistan's army quelled an uprising in Dacca, East
Pakistan.
Five years ago: It was estimated
that the world's population had doubled since 1930 — to about 4 billion people.
One year ago: Mount St. Helens
erupted for the first time in more than
i20 years, prompting the evacuation
of all residents within a 15-mile radius
of the southwest Washington volcano.
Today's birthday: Former
Secretary of State Edmund Muskie is
67.
Thought for today: The heart is
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Morris on March never neutral. — Earl of Shaftesbury,
24, a girl to Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. English statesman 1621-1683
Smith on March 24, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Donelson on March 25.
Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford, gubernatorial candidate, will campaign in
Calloway County on March 31.
Big K has Kleenex tissues, 200's,
advertised at four boxes for $1.

.50 Years Ago

Funny,

Funny World

Korea. He, his wife, Jerry, and their
daughter, Shirley, will reside at MurDeaths reported include Tobe ray.
Adams,80.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
CWO David Henry has received his and Mrs. Riley Sills on March 23, a
discharge from the United States boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Newberry
Marine Corps after over 30 years of on March 23, and a boy to Mr. and
service. He has just recently served in Mrs. Ervin Arant on March 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Crawford of
Dayton, Ohio, and Ben Crawford of
Lexington have been the guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
Crawford.
month,Hoyt Craig, and Marvin Hill,
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Mrs. B. Melugin; secretary of the
Calloway County Chapter of the "The Jackpot" starring James
American Red Cross, said a new Stewart and Barbara Hale.
quota of about 1400 garments had
been issued to the local chapter.
FROM THE
Volunteers are needed to assist in the
By Joe Crump
cutting and making of the garments
Mrs. Amanda White and Mrs. Ethel
Lassiter are in charge of the project.
Lynn Grove High School took top
honors in the Calloway County
Forsenic contests completed March
25 with the debate tournament. Faxon
Representative Jim Wright (Texas)
was second and Hazel was third.
. I should like to report our colBirths reported this week include a
leagues an unprecedented agreement
boy to Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Dunn, a boy
reached yesterday by leaders of the
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Barrett, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Palmer, a majority and minority under the
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John Shroat, and Speaker's guidance and upon his ina girl to Mr.and Mrs. Robert Perkins. itiative to develope a specific
of the
Members of the cast of the play, timetable for the consideration
its various
"Mama's Baby Boy," to be presented President's program and
March 29 by the junior class of Hazel components.
"Never before, to my recollection,
High School are Olga Bailey, Mattson
Moore, Eugene
Smotherman, have the majority and minority
Dorothy Lynnville, Ila Nelle Nesbitt, leaders of the House, the chairman
Charles Starks, Hilda Scarbrough, ha and ranking minority members of the
Gray Nesbitt, Polly Ellis, Bill Ed Hen- Committees on Budget, appropriations, Rules, and Ways and Means, sat
don, and Bronzie Clark.
down together and established
definite target dates for each step in
the process — budget resolution, the
reconciliation bill, and such tax
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Fitts, and reductions as the Congress in its
a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Hafford Parker, wisdom may approve.
Missionary W. C. Taylor of Brazil,
"Under the plan mutually agreed
South America, arrived here March upon, we expect and intend that this
19 to spend a few days with relatives entire program should be completed
and friends.
before the end of July and prior to the
Dr. F. E. Crawford and Dr. H. M. August recess and district work
McElrath of Murray will attend the period.
Kentucky Dental Associationa I
"In the months ahead, there unmeeting to be held April 6 to 8 in
doubtedly will be differences over
Louisville.
details of the President's recommenCarroll Hubbard, J. H. Thurman,C.
dations. This is the way of a
H. Wilson, T. G. Shelton, R. F.
parliamentary democracy. But there
Gregory, and D. W. Billirtgton will be
is no disagreement on the schedule
speakers at the Bible Institute to be
and the appropriate times for conheld at the Scotts Grove Baptist Chursidering that program.
ch.
"Manifestly there is no desire on the
Patsy Jones, Ethel Cochran, Theora part of auy to
impede or delay: not is
Blalock, Anna Mary Rudd, Eula Lee there any
desire on the part of others
Rogers, J. W. Williams, Eugene to stampede
or deny to the public its
Rogers, J. W. Williams, Eugene rights to
be heard.
Rogers, Zaizle Cochran, Fred Clark,
"This agreement is a convincing
Calvin Scott and Fara Lee Morris are
members of tbe cast of the play, "The demonstration of the capacity of
Alley Daffodil" to be presented by the responsible bipartisanship to help this
Junior class of Lynn Grove High institution to function at its best. It is
reminiscent of the spirit of
School on April 4.
Pure cane sugar is listed as selling understanding and mutual trust
for 48 cents for 10 pounds in the ad for which prevailed during the
Eisenhower administration between
the Piggly-Wiggly Store.
;
mittee.

Low Down

By Ken Wolf
We too often think of hope as a
superficial, light-hearted form of
wishful thinking, as in "I hope it
doesn't rain ( or snow) tomorrow."
The later humanist and social critic
Erich Fromm (1900-19801. saw hope
differently.
In his book The Revolution of Hope:
Toward a Humanized Technology
11968,) he wrote:
To hope Is a state of heing. It is an
inner readiness, that of intense
but
not-yet-spent
activeness...Hope is a psychic concomitant to life and growth...an
intrinsic element of the structure
of life, of the dynamic of man's
spirit.

Bible Thought
And Moses said unto God, Who am
I that I should go unto Pharaoh, and
that I should bring forth the children
of Israel out of Egypt? Exodus 3:11
When we reJlize that we can do
no good thing in ourselves it becomes
very easy to look to God for total
leade,ship in our day to day living.
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Political Miracle
Bu et Timetable Set
Sam Rayburn and Joe Martin, Lyndon Johnson and Everett Dirksensen.
-The schedule we have set will be a
difficult schedule. It will require the
maximum cooperation of all the committees to meet the deadline...
"With the best efforts of all of us
and with the cooperation of the administration, the House will complete
action- on the budget reconciliation,
and the tax reduction bill and meet
the target dates..." The agenda was
printed in the Record).
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS
COMMENT
Contrary to the impressions
presented on television news broadca,, congressmen are cooperating
to bring federal spending under control. There are no easy answers.
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Employee Stock Ownership Gives Tax Break
(worth ins
series of
five articles)
If you own a small
business corporation with an
employee stock ownership
plan (ESOF I, you know
you're eligible for a tax
break on your corporate income tax return. But do you
take deductions or credits?
That depends on the type of
plan your company has, according to the Kentucky
Society of CPAs. And the
choice may lead to important savings.
With the simplest type of
ESOP, the stock bonus plan,
CPAs advise taking a tax
deduction for the amount
you gave to each employee.
Here's how it works. You
contribute cash or shares of
stock to a tax-exempt
employee stock ownership
trust (ESOT). You may contribute up to 15 percent of
covered comper.sation annually. Let's say you employ
four people. For the two who
are paid salaries of $12,000
you can contribute up to
$1,800 every year in cash or
stock for each one. You can
contribute $2,250 a year to
the trust for each employee
earning $15,000 per year.
(Up to an additional 10 percent may be contributed if
the stock bonus plan is combined with a money purchase pension plan.)
Take a deduction equal to
the cash contributed or to the
fair market value of the
securities contributed. The
maximum deduction you can
claim per year for each
employee is limited to 15 percent of that employee's
salary. You could deduct a
total of $8,100 when the total
salaries you pay your
employees equals $54,000.
Anything over this amount
may be carried forward and
deducted on a future income
tax return in a year when
you don't exceed the 15 percent limitation.
The stock bonus plan
distributes company stock to
employees when they retire.
Cash cannot be distributed
with this type of ESOP. The
employee pays no tax on the
stock until the distribution is
received. Usually, this lump
sum settlement is given
favorable tax treatment.
If you have a familyowned business, you may
find the stock bonus plan
type of ESOP to be
favorable, because nonvoting stock can be contributed to the tru,st. This
way, employees become
equity owners, bat control of

your business is nut affected,
CPAs say.
The leveraged ESOP is a
more sophisticated form of
ESOP than the stock bonus
plan, but it also allows for a
tax deduction. In this type of
F-SOP, the trust obtains a
bank loan and uses the cash
to purchase stock from the
corporation or other
shareholders. The corporation guarantees the loan and
the stock is pledged as

security. Each year, your
corporation contributes cash
to the trust to pay off the
loan. These repayments are
fully deductible by your
company, as they are considered contributions to the
employee plan itself.
With leveraged ESOP,
your company's stock may
be purchased in Installments
and the trust can distribute
cash wilyss the employee
wants stocky. Since leverag-

ed ESOPs are required to invest primarily in common or
convertible preferred stock
of the employer, and voting
rights must be passed
through to employees, you
may lose some corporate
control. There are strict
regulations governing
leverage ESOPs, so consult
your tax advisor if you think
this plan can benefit your
company.
You can claim an invest-

ment tax credit of 11 percent
instead of the usual 10 percent with an investment
credit ESOP. To take the extra credit, you transfer corporate stock equal in value
to one percent of your company's qualified investment
property to the ESOT. For
example, your company invested in $40,000 worth of
business propetty which
qualifies for the investment
tax credit. You transfer $400

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
SUbscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tla Norm [dee& limes by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 153-1914 between SIB lux
led I po.. WuduMe* Him or
330 so. NI 4 pie. Sseir44t3.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be gib(ed by Ip.. weekdays or4 Le. Saturdays to guorontee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of TM Num lodger I Tieore I &. h S 00.. Monday
ttwough Friday and I 4.0_ 111 NW.
Sahurdays

'

cent investment tax credit of
$200..Your total credit of I1L2
percent is $4,600.
The investment credit
ESOP is in effect until the
end of 1983, and is available
to your corporation, unless
you are subchapter S. Stock
or securities contributed to
an investment credit ESOP
must be fully allocated to
employee accounts each
year on the basis of the
employees' salaries, be 100

percent vested, and the
employee must be able to
direct how his or her stock is
voted Allocated stock or
cash cannot be distributed
for seven years, unless the
employee leaves the company, becomes disabled or
dies
Before you set up any kind
of ESOP, consult with your
tax advisor to determine
which one will work best for
your business
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rage red,ctton poce
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3 PKGS.

Sale Price
Sale Price

3-pack Woodbury- Bath Soap
Three 4'/4-oz • beauty-mia
bath bars in pack.

96 Efferdenr Tablets
Extra-strength tablets for
cleaning dentures

Our 1.83

99°
930

990

1.27

5

Bundle of 3
Dish Cloths
13 cotton terry
Our 1.37 Dish
Towel
930
Our 1.97 tunas of
201sh Towisi,1 2 7

Our Regular 6.66

Our Reg.6.96

4.66

5.33

Ea
Men's Spring Sport Shirts
Colorful prints and solid colors
in no-iron polyester/cotton.

Polyester/Cotton Print Tops
Flattering boat-neck and band-Dottorn style with all-over print. Misses'
6.77

Kmc 3000
Sale Price
$11 to
Fishing Lure
Specials
Great selection
of sizes, colors of
K mart' lures
Other Types of Lures
3 For $I or 4 For $1

73.88

Our Reg 84 88

Chain Saw
Homelite' X1:-10" Gas Chain Saw
Automatic chain oiling, fingertip controls, all
weather ignition, Se-toner" muffler Save
3.97
Our 4.97 3-Lb. Splating Wedge
urio.siviin is Cover Tool llox ---------6.77

Sale Price
Our Reg. 12.97

8.97
Calculator
8-digit, 4-key
memory, with
battery.

*49

4.00Pkg
Socks

6-Pr

20" High-Rlse
With safe coaster brakes, high-risE
handlebars, and comfortable saddle
Bicycles partially assembled In carton

R.J. Burpoe
To Speak At
Grace Baptist
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. worship services on Sunday,
March 29, at the Grace Baptist Church.
Leland Peeler will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Terry
Downey as pianist. The
Church Choir will sing a
special number, and a duet
composed of. Janice Smith
and Frances Wyatt will sing.
At the evening service the
ordinances of The Lord's
Supper and Baptism will be
observed.
Sunday School with Dan
Billington as superintendent
will be at 9:45 a.rn?
Nursery workers will be
Mary Brandon, Nell Evans,
and Catherine Smotherman.
For bus information persons
may call Don Hale at 7533063.

of corporate stock to the
trust, and you can claim an
11 percent credit of $4,400,
rather than a 10 percent
credit of $4,000
If your company contributes additional stock
equal to one-half percent of
the qualified investment property, or $200 worth of stock,
and your employees match
this amount with a contribution of $200 cash, you can
claim another one-half per-

•
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Sale Price
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Candy Balls
13-oz.' malted
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TASTY VEAL PATTIE DINNER
With 16 Oz. Drink

Save

6.66

6.37

Dill Pickles
Kosher or Polish
style. 46 ozs•

101/2"Griddle
Aluminum with SilverStone* inside

PR-10 Film
Focal' Flipflash II
247
Twin Pock

tOu Peet approves

Quality Parts and Service
Computer Balance
Sale Price 1.97 Each
SIZES
972113
C78x14
171.14
F78.14
978s14
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whopped potatoes hot brown
gravy buttered vegetable roll
nd bitter

Automotive Accessories
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Available
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41.1114 2.57
43.1111 2.64

SERVICES INCLUDE:
Oil chemise 1.p.
S iris. of
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K retort Oil
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all flit.,

Sun.thru Sat.

Chassis llirkrti•

KM78 4-full-ply Polyester Cord Whitewalls

24.88

Save
25%

Our Reg 37 76'
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Plus F E.T 1.58 to

'78' Series Tread Design•7 Multi-sioed Tread Ribs
All Tires Plus F.E.T.
- Mounting Included - No Trade-In Required

Iftftings

lue4ted 3 Monte Free
leeCerement luntfed
Olt 34th Month
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War reety

S.-

It-.)

Sale Price
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Save Now On 011,
Lube, Filter Special
Labor included Additional services extra
Save. For many Cars

MaIntenance-free
36-month Battery
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trucks. Top Or side ter
mirtols les.

Save!
Our Reg 19 88

Our 1 57

I 2.97.

THE SAVING PLACE

Digital Auto Clock
Or FM Converter
12 V clock fits on in,
under dash Convect
AM radio to FM.

16-oz: Foaming
Engine Degreaser
Spray on hole off Also
good tor dnveways

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
Rt. 7 Sedolia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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First Camping Trip
We jumped the gun a litth
and started the campinj
season early last weekend,
taking advantage of the
mini-break at school for the
kids, and joining in with the
Tatlocks, L,eslies, Blankenships, and Millers. This was
an effort, on our part at
least, to get the brain and
body recuperated from
winter for summer. We
made camp down in the
Piney area of the Land
Between the Lakes - just
under thirty Miles removed
from Murray.
It continues to amaze us
that so many people have
this paradise of recreation
right in our own back yards
and seldom take advantage
of it. In our opinion, you can
drive the United States over
and not beat it, on a week by
week basis. There is
something in LBL and the
surrounding area that
everyo9e will enjoy, if we
just take time to do it. And it
can truly make a minivacation or even a big one a
very economical experience.
You don't have to fish to
tike it. You don't have to go
hunting to have fun. You
don't need a four wheel drive
to see most of it. You don't
have to have a big fancy
camper and all the
paraphernalia to enjoy it.
You don't have to hike and
walk and explore and give
yourself out. Not at all. You
can just plop down in an easy
chair or on a stump for that
matter, right by the bank of
the lake, and just sit right
there and sun and sleep and

snooze and snore and spit. to keep yourself looking picand even grin. You can hud- ture book perfect, and you
dle up close to a small camp- can get up when you feel like
fire and warm the old body it, and go to bed when you
one side at a time, and want to. And if you are of the
maybe even cook a hot dog to opinion that all you will
a state of deliciousness that discover is a bunch of riffcannot be duplicated in any 'raff - brace yourself for a
restaurant we know about.
shock!
You won't feel out of place,
One word of warning
believe me. The fellow in the however. If you wind up likbeyond
campsite a few yards
ing it, and nine out of ten
will be one of the gang just folks do who take the time to
like yourself. I used to try to try it out - get prepared for
figure out just which walks some of the most pleasant
of life these people might moments of your life. And
have come from. There was one that you want to repeat
one I remember who I guess- over and over again. Its fun
ed to be some banker from a for the whole family and it is
large city. It surprised me a roughest of all on an old
little when I learned that he grouch. Kind of hard to keep
drove a garbage truck in on badmouthing the world
Cleveland, Ohio for a living. and such when you discover
There was another time I something about it you realhad certain someone pegged ly like. When you get beyond
for sure as a genuine tee the telephone, the soap
total bum. He happened to be opera, and the daily dilema retired stock broker with ma of the whole world's
controlling interest in four troubles - you're very apt to
large supply type firms in
Kansas City. A millionaire
several times over camping
in a fiftynineninetyfive ordinary tent.
April brings the sounds of
People are people and
spring to The Homeplaceeverybody is a people.
1850. Insects, birds, and
That's what you will
beasts celebrate the awakendiscover very soon out there ing of nature. The men will
in the land where we quit
be busy plowing fields in
putting on the dog and start preparation for May planletting some of it out. You ting, cutting barn wood, and
can swap the gab and pass splitting stove wood. It's
the gas and just maybe time for the women to start
discover that a whole lot of spring house cleaning.
this living business has got- Golden Pond Vistors Center
ten somehow overlooked in See March schedule.
our business-like every day Friday, April 3
busy this busy that. It's a Cosmos: The Voyage To The
place where you don't have Stars

take a little bit closer look at
your own self and you just
might be surprised how
much sweeter that flavors
the world in general. Camping is a pretty complete cure
for a whole lot of hangups.
The kids will love it. It
may even put some extra
sparkle in the eyes of the old
battleax that you inflicted
with the dubious honor of
marriage to yourself. And
when you get right down to
it, the person who is yourself
may find the needed room to
do a little growing down
there in the land where such
things are possible.
Cost a fortune to go to
You've got
Florida?
something just as good and
maybe even better that's
just a small half hour away.
Let's quit griping and start
going. Put a little living back
into life.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.

Calendar Of Events

A Carl Sagen planetarium
show on the spirit of exploration. Golden Pond Visitors
Center,8 p.m;
Saturday, April g
Spring Hike Day "
The Girl Scouts of
America, Bear Creek Service Center, and TVA's Land
Between The Lakes cosponsor a Hike Day in the northern portion of LBL on the
Canal Loop Trail System.
Hiking opportunities range
from 1 to 18 miles with the
option of overnight trips.
Registration will be at the
North Information Station
from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m., Saturday, April 4. No fee is required. Groups must check
in upon arrival. For more information contact Program
Coordinator, TVA-LBL,
Golden Pond, Kentucky
42231, (5021 924-5602, extension 244.
Building For Birds
The bluebird and Carolina
wren populations are still
very low. Assist these and
other species by providing
proper habitat and housing.
Join us throughout the day to
build a birdhouse. We will
provide the materials. A
hour slide presentation will
be presented at Center Station, 2 and 3 p.m.
Sunday, April 5
Turkey Talk
A few decades ago wild
turkeys were almost completely absent from the entire state of Kentucky.
Through good management
and protection, turkeys are
now present in huntable
numbers in some areas.
learn more about the wild
Brac• Milani, Murray, caught this six pound •Ight ounce bass Wesissesmay lamming eat turkey and hunting tactics
during this 1-hour presentaof to local pond. Whom said th. tinker would be 'mounted by Paul's Taxidermy.
tion. Center Station, 1 p.m.
NW* by Mary terror.

ado

Sport hanthog feces grossing eppositlea frees a serious anti-lienting faction
throughout the cmortry. The anti's are suing the media, schools and ether means
and institations to spread their ne-imonting message.
MIN* by Weds Illeenee
supplied meat and healthy'
outdoor recreation. Matching wits with game
animals and taking some
home for the stew kettle was
tantamount to digging
potatoes or killing hogs, but
a lot more fun. Hunting was
honorable, and nobody tried
to make you feel like a
psycho for deriving pleasure
from a good shot on a quail
or outsmarting a wise buck.
But then came the anti's,
mostly from the urban
areas, with their animals
who think like we do. Their
animals are.emottbnal. They
laugh and cry, feel the complexities of family joy, fear,
sadness. Sometimes they
even talk. And shooting them
was tantamount to shooting
a good neighr.
This left most hunters in a
quandry. They don't want to
be -bad," but they know inside that there's nothing
wrong with hunting. Hunters
aren't bloodthirsty killers
who gain some sort of
masochistic joy in seeing
other creatures writhe and
die. But they are realistics
who understand that
nature's way of death is a lot

SPORTING GOODS
Mon.-Sat. 9-9,
Sunday 1-6/

Hwy. 641 So.

At Jonathan Creek

Announces
NEW 40 and 52 Covered Slops For floosetspets
ATVS JO Covered SIsps For Chasers

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
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WHY WAIT,

until spring to got your boat
and meter in shape? Contact Rob Strode, former
ser•ice manager of Mock Mock, year arthorizod
Mercary 4, MorCruisor Service Dealer,

0

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

Wholesale Live Bait
Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071
U MIK 41114
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Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
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Sportsman's Marina.

Rt. 5 Benton, NY 42025

No, I think the time has
come for hunters to take a
cue from the anti's and beat
their own drum. The general
populace should be exposed
to both sides before the
choice is made. It will be
hard for hunters to counter
emotion with reason, but
that's what must be done.
One way to do this is to join
and support the Wildlife
Legislative Fund of
America. This is a group

dedicated to fighting court
challenges to hunting, trapping, etc. Their track record
to date is admite. They
take their messaf reason
into the courts and directly
to the people. In the
November election they
helped turn back threats
against dove hunting in
South Dakota and trapping
in Oregon.
To learn more about the
Wildlife Legislative Fund,
read Richard Starnes' article in the February' '81 issue
of Outdoor Life Magazine. If
you're interested in joining,
write to the Fund, 50 West
Broad St., Columbus, OH
43215.
Meanwhile, the conflict
will drag on. Hunters will
have to endure more "Guns
of Autumn," "Today Show"
and "Amazing Animals"
slurs. But once,just once, I'd
like to see a feature on a
slaughter house. I'd like to
tie down Alice Herrington
and Cleveland Amory and
make them watch; the
slaughter. Then I'd ask them
if they enjoy hamburger. If
they answer "yes," I'd call
them hyperits!

NISII Rewheaters Club, a new erganizatien ow campus, recently sponsored.
dessionstratioa by Hoe 1910 Kentucky State Turkey Calling Champ, lem Pat Futrell.
Mr. Futrell resides In Mornay and massages Uncle Lem's Sporting Ge•ils.
Photo Moog Mai

VW(A1150.00111.0410061W An

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALR
Sales Er Service

With their ethics and sanity challenged by the anti's,
many hunters have gone on
the defensive. I think this is
the wrong approach.
Hunters have always been
the nation's best conservationists. They have
shown up with money and
support when the animals
needed them. They have
never wiped out a single
game specie. Passenger
pigeons were exterminated
by commercial harvesters
rather than sport hunters.

Open 7 Days A Week
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky
753-4111
411111111111
.401/
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111k
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more difficult than a quick,
clean shot. In either way,
nature's or the hunter's,
some animals will die so that
others may live.

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

090

There's a standing column
in one of the country's
leading outdoor magazines
called "Hunting: Our Endangered Tradition." It's a
running update on what the
writer perceives as a threat
to the hunting tradition from
anti-hunters and humane
groups. I've given the column only cursory attention,
but from now on I think I'll
read a little more carefully.
Two recent episodes on national television make me
believe the anti-hunting
trend is gaining a broad base
of support, and the tradition
may indeed be in trouble.
The first anti-hunting slur
came on NBC's "Today"
show a couple of weeks ago.
A news feature on the
business of hunting/exotic
animals was run, and
wildlife experts Tom
Brokaw and Jane Pauley
prepared the audience with
quips like, "This will make
some of you sick," and "A lot
of you will find this very
distasteful." In all fairness I
thought the segment itself
was pretty unbiased, just a
story about an unusual
business in Texas.
The next sequence was
even more blatant. On Mar.
15 ABC's "Those Amazing
Animals" showed a segment
on the baby harp seal
harvest in Newfoundland. It
showed -hunters" bashing
in the heads of the seal pups,
blood dripping all over the
snow and mother seals running around in terror and crying for their babies. The
editing job was terrific.
Anybody who could support
the seal harvest after watching that had to be
ghoulish.
And with the audience set
up, hosts Jim Stafford,
Presley
and
Priscilla
Burgess Meredith took a
below-the-belt swat at
hunters. Ms. Presley read a
poem by Albert Schweitzer
blessing all the hunted and
oppressed animals. While
she read, scenes of fawns,
cuddly raccoons and other
destined -to-be-hunted
wildlife babies were flashed
across the screen.
These two sequences are
indicative of a wellcoordinated campaign by
groups
anti-hunting
throughout the country.
They've realized that they
musVC-hange the attitudes of
an indifferent mass of
American voters to stop hunting and trapping, and
they've set out to do this. In
the mass media, in the
schools and wherever else
they can play on sympathy,
they're making similar emotional appeals to turn the indifference into anti-hunting
sentiment. And I'd say their
plan is working.
Over the past 20 years I've
seen a great change in attitudes. Nobody questioned
hunting then. Game was a
resource, like a crop, which
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Fins Sk Feathers
Two Striped-Bass
Tournament Set

Nashville,
Th.
MAGAZINE,
STRIPER
headquartered in Nashville,
Tn. has announced the dates
for its two annual family
fishing tournaments. April
8/9, the first event will be
hosted by Holiday Marina on
Tims Ford in Tullahoma
while Hermitage Landing on
J. Percy Priest Lake gets the
nod for the week-end of April
25/26.
Each tournament boasts a
first prize for the largest fish
caught of $1,000.00. Awarded
at each will also be five
trophies and 24 runners-up
prizes. Fishing will begin at
daylight on Saturday and
continue through the night
until 3 p.m. on Sunday when
winners will be announced.
BASS CLUB AWARD — The Konisicky Lake Bass Club was one of Wow Koothscky individuals or orgaalzations
The tournaments are open to
men, women and children
rocoivieg the 1150 llovorisor's Voisintoor Activist Awards. The club received the award for its spoasorship of the
who all compete equally.
third imaiial Spacial P•mviatio• Fishing Tovonament hold la The Lend Between The Lakes. The awards were
The 1979 event on Percy
pretested at the state capital handles la Frankfort. OA president home Robison accepted the award on behalf
Priest was won by 13 year
of tie. Koatiscky Lake Bass Club. With Ramos aro (frew loft) Jehn Seiler, chairman of the board, Stewart's,
old Jamie Burge of Mt.
selsvilk; state attorney gosioral Steven L. Ithshear; Ithiunas; Lao Tashi'', director of coasoltunts, Gerunds' Mew
Juliet who captured a 24
.011, Now York; sad loathe tAtChniii, chairman of
**owner's Vehitteer Advisory Commil,
pound striper on a home
made lure.
There will be a giant
striper rally and seminar
held at 7 p.m. on Friday,
April 24th at Jimmy Holt's
Sport Center in Nashville.
Stu Tinney, nationally
ions *v.-known angler will show acBy Charlie hleKenney
Buddy Boyd, Murray, breaght In this nice string a crappie after a fishing trip lo
tion films as well as some of
Barkley Lake, Monday, March 23. Boyd said he woald net has• been able to held *a the
his secret techniques. The
lake If It had not boon for his Mina Kota magnum, 24 volt trolling motor, because of the seminar will be open to the
The local D.U. Chapter for stages by the Department of tell us what you want to do has started to worry me. If I
don't speak out, I can only
Pinta By Mary Berrie
the
past few years ha: Fish and Wildlife and Ver- Mr. Anderson.
high wind*
tournament
public as well as
Thinking about club pro- blame myself if we have gun
non Anderson for waterfowl
balance
sheet
published
its
participants.
wintering habitat on Ken- jects - we have one coming control or loose our hunting
Jerry Aloopin's
for the year's activities.
STRIPER, the parent think that the members or tucky Lake especially in that up on April 10th-12th at ieasons.
Anti gun groups and anti
organization, sponsors 25 the chapter, as well as the area from Pine Bluff to Pat- Camp Energy over at L.B.L.
Our chapter will have an in- hunting groups sure don't
such events throughout the supporters in the communi- terson Landing.
country each year. Aimed at ty, deserve to know how the
The department has formation booth set up at the mind to speak out to oppose
family-fun fishing and infor- money was spent and how developed an extensive pro- West Kentucky Fur Taker's gun ownership or the
mation sharing, the tour- much was forwarded to the ject to increase the fishing Spring Rendezvous. Several harvesting of game. So I feel
members have already the time is already here,
Lake conditions haven't feel like stone, and the rod the rod was bent with this naments have been designed national organization to be and fish populations by placto attract the average spent on "wet land habitats" ing brush and tires in Ken- pledged their support. If you maybe even too late, for
changed much this week. handle is like a two by four.
weight and pressure, the
fishermen. Fish can be in Canada.
tucky Lake. I think it is can help, call Dan Gardner common sense folks to speak
The water temperature is
When all of a sudden, close sudden release sent the lure
up and elect or at least only
I think the committee did about time that the war- or me soon.
still hovering 45-48 degrees, to the boat, a big five pound flying out of the water and caught in a boat or off the
I hope all our members get vote for those that are not
but a warm front can change Plus ( a good guessimate I into Gary's ear. Yep, right bank, by any legal means. an outstanding job preparing fowl hunter received his fair
and putting on the D.C. share of the pie. There is no a chance to come over even anti gun or anti hunting. I
this pretty fast. The eleva- srnallmouth bass slams into smack into his ear with such
20% of all monies for
this past season. doubt in my mind that the if they can't help. It will real- think we have to start on the
Banquet
tion is still at winter level the lure and trys to break an force one hook went all the raised
by STRIPER's
ly be a great time. There will local level and work our way
and unless we get some rain- arm in an effort to getaway! way through and another so membership programs go This once-a-year fund raiser duck and goose hunter is carby which rying his share of the burden be a dance Saturday night. If up to the state level and right
the
only
means
is
fall, it will remain low for
Most of the time you are in deep it wouldn't come out. directly to The National
money is raised by the local by funding the department. you need any more informa- into congress. When conquite some time.
such a daze that the bass Now you know that big old Ecological Foundation and
plann- gress passes the law, it's too
Have you priced a box of tion about the events
Some local anglers caught pulls away before you can bass didn't have to get a doc- striped-bass research pro- chapter.
I know Dan Gardner, last shells lately or bought a A, call Earl Allen at 436- late then.
a few crappie and bass the really get it hooked good. tor to pull those hooks out of jects.
When all the local officials
year's committee chairman, shotgun? Of course, the duck 2686. He can answer all your
first of the week, but not like But, thats not the case with its mouth, but a doctor had to
ask for your vote - ask them
For information on ad- wants to thank all the local and goose hunter gladly buys questions.
they should have. Claude Gary, he hooked this big get those same hooks out of
Before I forget, I want to to their face how they stand
vanced reservations, ber- merchants and businessmen an additional license, the
Vaughn brought in 18 nice smallmouth and hung on Gary's ear!
items and Federal Duck Stamp, which urge everyone and especial- on gun ownership and huncrappie Tuesday that he while it made a deep dive I guess by summertime thing and camping call who contributed
ly D.U. members to VOTE. ting. Many times, public ofcaught in the Blood River under the boat. It was such a the ear will be healed nicely George Wagner at Holiday money that enabled the com- fishermen do not. So I say If you are not registered, go ficials influence the mood of
have such a great three cheers for the idea of
615-455-3151
or
Jamie
mittee
to
Marina
that
dive
running
area.
powerful
and that bass will have gainFay at Hermitage Landing, banquet.
doing some work on Ken- to the courthouse to the coun- the community.
Gary Crass fished on Ken- the hooks were torn out of ed 10 pounds!
Well. I'm in big trouble
without the sup- tucky Lake to aid the duck ty court clerk's office and
615-883-4085.
Of
course,
tucky Lake Wednesday, and the jaw of the bass and since
Happy Fishing!
they will be glad to register now.See you on the lake.
sportsmen,
ages
port
of
the
and
geese.
had a rather unusual exMAY ALL YOUR HUNyou.
who spent their hard earned
perience that I would like to
The Murray Calloway
I may have to get into this TING BE SAFE AND ENauction
items,
dollars
on
the
share with you. First, Gary
County Chapter of D.U. of- political thing a little later. JOYABLE.
we could not hold a banquet.
fished much of the same
fers its help publicly. Just All the anti this and anti that Charlie McKenney
By Mary Barrow
details
on
won't
go
into
I
temperatures.
surWater
area which he and I covered
that the fish are not biting as
what 4_ great time those atTuesday, March 24, face 49 degrees; 10 feet 49 well now as they have been.
last Sunday, without so
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DUCKS UNLIMITED
cli-4 had. I'll just say, ask
stage
Barkley
Lake
upper
feet
50
degrees.
degrees;
25
much as a nibble. He talked
have
slowed
and
The
bass
there.
1980 FINANCIAL REPORT
who
was
meone
355.10,
lower
stage
304.2.
upper
stage
Kentucky Lake
with other fishermen about
are hard to come by. The
Receipts
I know last season's bantheir catches etc., and Water temperatures: sur- 355.18.
Friday, March 27, Stage r local farm ponds should be quet will be hard to top, but
0198.50
discovered that most of the face 47 degrees; 10 feet 48
Cash on Hand
warming up enought for the with a lot of hard work and
other folks out, were not tak- degrees; 25 feet 40 degrees. not available.
hitting
real
start
bass
to
continued support from the
Kentucky Lake upper stage
$ 2,600.00
The water temperatures
Regular Tickets 130 @ 520.00
ing many fish either.
850.00
85 0 510.00
Other Tickets
seem to be staying around well. Bruce Milam came in local sportsmen, let's hope
Well, Gary was really 355.03.
the
first
of
March 25, the high 40's and the lake with a nice bass
we can increase the total
Wednesday,
1,129.75
wanting to hang onto ole
Cash Contributions
the week, which he caught in once again.
fighter so he crossed to the Barkley lake upper stage levels are steady. There has
lower stage 303.01. not been many reports of fish one of the local ponds.
The local chapter is
10,666.50
355.11,
Auction
eastern side of the lake and
115,246.25
always looking for new
Water temperatures: sur- being caught but there has
Total
started casting deep water
If the weather continues to
new in
If
you
are
14,feet
40
members.
degrees;
high
face
40
several
days
of
been
points and tree tops. (fallen )
improve maybe the fishing
$15,444 75
Total- Including Balance 15,444.75
or Calloway Co.,
Now, remember what it is degrees; 25 feet 49-degrees. winds which made the will be better next week. The Murray
a
give
me
hesitate
to
Lake
upper
stage
don't
Kentucky
fishing
tough.
like to cast for several hours
Kentucky Lake Bass Club
Donnie and Buddy Boyd are having their first bass call and I will be glad to talk
DISBURESMENTS
without a strike, you lose 355.97.
26,
The local chapter
Thursday,
March
in
with
have been coming
your concentration, right?
tournament of the year to- with you.
$1,128.75
the
excited
about
upper
stage
really
Meals 215 0 $5.25
several nice strings of crap- day, maybe they will have is
The reel handle begins to Barkley Lake
355.26, lower stage 303.96. pie but they have reported some fishing tails.
work that is in the planning
2,448.48
donated
Prizes that were not
Honda
Shotguns
Pictures and Framing
Etc.

The Duck Call

Fishing line

Local Fishing Report

1,483.08

Hi sce1laneous
Platemats
Tickets
Rent - Jaycee Building
Programs
Refreshments

$5,060.31

Total

$10,284.44

Net Earnings

$15,444.75 %

Total including Original Balance
**17-Wrri;
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

$10,284 t4

Sent to Ducks Unlimited

This sign and cable was the scone at Taylor Bay, so Batitioy Litho, last Saturday. The
Hwy.641 North
ceinp-groaitil and launching romp has beat closed dim to the sighting ef two eagles, hat **0111141.4WW•0
home
reopossed
to
Mery
Berne
fishes, and compiles.
Wen ly
ate!this week they have
***************************** ****************************

*
*
*

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
*
*
Guide
*Nelda'sService-Covered
Storage:
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
:
502 I 474-22-4,5 or 474-2211, ext. 171 *
* Rt. 1 Hardin
****************************

'Johnson

753-6448

Balance (Cash on Rand)

641 Super Shell

OUTBOARDS

Darnell Marine Sales

Murray, Ky. 42071
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East
OWNER: Gary Darnell
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

***************************

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Tour U-Haul Headquarters

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
finest Quality Workmanship
1/140
Buy Direct From Your
411%
40 •
local Contractor

114
.
_

•Cover Al Windows
*Cover Over Hang
On Wick Homes
Never Paint Again
*Complete Remodeling
We Build Cupboards To Fit
Illerm Windows it Doors

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
Rn

s Roy 10S,Murray Ky
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Two Teams Play Again At Noon Today

MSU Home Run Records Broken, Tied
But Errors Lead to 16-11 Loss To Iowa

tewaieWitec
t

a

11101111111110mokiramakisi8=
COMPUTING A TRIPLE — Carrell Boyd slides into third base after his hit in the
lourth inning scored two runs for Murray State in its 16-11 loss to Iowa yesterday.

Hitting records were set
and tied, but poor fielding
continued as Murray State
dropped yesterday's game
with Iowa, 16-11.
The record that went
tumbling was the team home
run mark of 40, which is now
43 through only the first 23
games. With his llth home
run of the season, Clay
Boone also tied a team
record.
But Iowa jumped ahead, 60, by the fourth inning when
Mark Tate belted a three-run
homer.
After Murray had cut it to
6-3 sparked by Carrell
Boyd's two-run triple, Iowa
stretched its lead to 11-3

before the Thoroughbreds
made another threat in the
seventh and eighth innings.
In the seventh, the Brects
repeated their back-to-back
tandem of the day before as
Darrel White cracked a
three-run homer and Ronnie
Scheer followed him with a
solo blast.
It was the first time such a
thing had happened since
Robin Courtney and Greg
Tooley had tagged back-toback homers twice in Murray's Ohio Valley Conference championship game
win over Morehead State in
1979, 12-3.
Scheer's two homers made
the the fifth MSU player with

at least five this season while
White now has seven.
After Murray had cut the
score to 11-10 with three
more runs in the eighth inning, Iowa scored five in the
ninth keyed by Dick Turelli's
bases-loaded double.
Scheer and White were
Murray's top hitters for the
day as Scheer had three hits
in five at bats and two RBI
and White had two hits in
four appearances for three
RBI.
Rick Garozzo took the loss
for Murray, his third against
one win as the Breds' record
went to 13-10.
The two teams will play
again today at 12 a.m. before

MSU Tennis Team
Rolls On, Now 8-7
The Murray State tennis the afternoon.
MSU 9, Youngstown
team won its sixth straight
Mats Lturieman
Results
match yesterday, defeating delSingles
Pierre Tanguay, 6-2, 6-2. Terie
Youngstown State, 9-0, to Persson del. Mike Frale), 6-1, 6-1,
raise its record to 8-7 for the Finn Swarting del David Thompson,
6-0, 6-2, Mike Costigiin del Terry
spring.
Lyten. 6-1, 6-3, Erik Tisthanmier del

•

Western Kentucky was to
be the next opponent at 9
a.m, this morning, with
Austin Peay scheduled for

Chip Chue•, 6-1. 6-3, Steve Will,, del
Mike Gregg,6-2,6-2
Doubles Results - PerssonSwarting del Tangua•-Frate•, 6-4. 64. Liimgman42ostigan del Thompson6-1. Tisthaminer-Steve
yten.
Massad def Chue•-Gregg, 7-6,6-1

completing a game that had
been postponed earlier in the
week with Iowa leading, 7-1.
Iowa
MSC

Leonard Confident
For Fight Tonight
SYRACUSE, N.Y.(API —
World Boxing Council
champion
welterweight
Sugar Ray Leonard, a
fighter so confident his
schedule is mapped out for
months to come, puts his title on the line tonight against
journeyman Larry Bonds.
Leonard will receive gate
and income percentages
estimated at $750,000, while
Bonds gets $85,000 plus expenses, from a fight to be
carried live starting at 10:30
p.m. EST by Home Box Office, a national cabletelevision company with 6 million
subscribers.
It will be Leonard's first
live home TV appearance
since he defended his title

Miller, whose Oregon
State club epitomized the
team concept of basketball,
has won 512 games in his
brilliant career but says the
road to success was paved
for him by those who came
earlier.

Bonds, 29, last fought on
April 19, 1980, has faced no
one of Leonard's stature and
works as a Denver garbage
collector between fights. But
he is 29-3, ranked fifth by the
WBC and sixth by the World
Boxing Association, and his
camp professes optimism.
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PUTTING IT AWAY — Mats Ljungman follows
through on an overhead smash as he and Mike
Costigan handily their no. 2 doubles match over

1' •BrakeseShocks•
All General
7 Auto Repair

Youngstown State's David Thompson and Terry Lyten,
6-0,6-1.
Staff Photos By David Hiybills
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Full lime
Mechanic Now

Miller, Sampson Named Coach, Player Of Year By AP
Sampson was the third
sophomore to win the 20year-old award, joining Bill
Walton and Mark Aguirre,
last year's winner. Ray
Meyer of DePaul won the
coaching honor last season.

The 15-round main event
will complete the first professional card in the Carrier
Dome, which seats 26,000 in
a hemisphere created with
curtains cutting a football
field in half.
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'Men Of The Past Are Ones Who Put Game Together'

By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA API —
"Basketball is a simple
game," says Ralph Miller of
Oregon State. "Men of the
past are the ones who put
this game together. They
made my life extremely simple.
"The fact that you can
stick around in this business
for 30 years and still receive
such acclaim — gee, that's
great," added Miller, accepting an award Friday as the
Associated Press' College
Basketball Coach of the
Year for the 1980-81 season.
Ralph Sampson, Virginia's
7-foot-4 center, was awarded
the Adolph Rupp Trophy as
Player of the Year. Both
winners were chosen by a
nationwide panel of sports
writers and broadcasters.

last March 31 by knocking
out Dave "Boy" Green —
one of 19 knockouts by the 24year-old ring star in a 28-1
career.
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Service
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MSU Runners Nab
Five Of Six Places
In the Florida Relays while Richard Charleston
yesterday, the Murray State was second in 3:50.00. Comtrack team placed five of its pleting the finish for Murray
runners in the top six places were Gary Ribbons in fourth
in the Olympic Development in 3:52, Chris Bunyan in fifth
1500-meter run.
in 3:52.1 and Jerry Odlin in
sixth in 3:53.6.
The meet will be comEddie Wedderburn won
the event in a time of 3:49.00 pleted today.

0 U 2 4 I 2 2 0 5 PI 11 0
0 0 0 3 0 0 4 3 1 - II 11 6

Ens Jane.. Jeff Green 171 and Dick
RACII Garen°, Jeff Hale 61,
Keno Sell (10 and Jell Oakley 2B Tony Burley Ili, Dick Turelli (I), Ed
Garton ii, Clay Boone At 1, Ronnie
Scheer O4111 3111 - Carrell Boyd M
HR - Mark Tate iii,Boone iM 1, Darrel White (ND, It Scheer (Nti

game has always been very
simple.
"The athletes of today are
far more skillful, of course,
but they learn the game the
same way. You're called a
coach, but technically speaking you are a teacher. You
teach the skills and strategy
needed to play the game."
And for Miller, whose
Oregon State team compiled

a 26-2 record last season,
that means the team concept.
"Passing is the art of team
play within the offense," he
said. "In the last two years,
our teams have averaged 75
percent of their field goals
off the pass. The second
thing we emphasize is
defense. Good defense is five
people working in unison.

"Out of those two things,
passing and defense, comes
our team concept."
Which,says Miller, is really nothing new.
"I frankly admit I designed and created nothing new
for this system," he said.
"The 2-2-1 zone press that we
use was introduced in Kansas in 1932. I was in junior
high school then. I think the

system has withstood the
test of time."
Would Miller change his
system if he had a brilliant
player like Sampson?
"Oh, no, never," he
replied quickly. "But Ralph
Sampson would fit into our
concept beautifully. He's
such a fine athlete, he could
play perfectly in our offensive and defensive concept."
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Marshall County Makes State
Swimming is fun & healthful
Semifinals With 47-38 Win
maiwiRrtftwl,

"I grew up in Kansas during the dust bowl days," he
said. "I played under the
great Phog Allen at Kansas.
The Midwest was the area of By HERBERT SPARROW
"That is the mark of a
the country that was responAssociated Press Writer
great ballplayer," said
sible for producing the
RICHMOND, Ky. I AP) — Talbott of May's late explomodern-day game. Since it Thanks to the quicks hands sion. "She rises to the occawas my privilege to be a part and feet of Karla May, sion."
of that history, to me the Rowan County joined
May stole the ball as
Pulaski County, Clark Coun- Owensboro, 27-6, was workty and Marshall County in to- ing for a last shot and drove
day's semifinals of the Ken- for the winning layup with 34
tucky Girls State High seconds to play.
School Basketball Tourna- -We knew it would be a
ment.
head-knocking battle, and
May decided Friday's last that's what it was," said
quarterfinal game with a Rowan County Coach
midcourt steal and layup Claudia Hicks.
that gave Rowan County a
Forward
Mary Beth
59-56 decision over Hamm scored 15 points and
Owensboro. Rowan County, grabbed 14 rebounds for
27-5, moved into today's Rowan County, while Anita
semifinals opposite No.2 Griffith led Owensboro with
Pulaski County, 33-4, which 19 points.
Mire is a chock list of ways
used a 22-0 spurt midway
Lori Hines scored 27 points
to MUM, ellergy
through the game to rout as Pulaski shook off Webster
Webster County 55-31.
County. Webster led 18-17
ADEQUATE INSOLATION—
Matched in the other with 1:59 left in the first half,
If your insulation is less than R-19, install
semifinal was top-ranked but then went 7hz minutes
more for ceiling, floors and walls.
Clark County,38-3 after a 51. without a score. Pulaski
CENTRAL COOLING AND NEATING STATEN—
47 win over Clay County, and County led 42-20 after three
Clean or replace systems filter at the beginMarshall County, 30-3, which quarters and built its margin
ning of the air conditioning season and inspect
got past Elizabethtown 47-38. to 27 points in the late going.
monthly. For heating, replace the furnace
The semifinal winners Sharon Otten had 21 points
filter at the beginning of the cold weather
tangle in tonight's title for Webster County,27-4.
season.
game.
"Our pressure game workDOM-.
Owensboro Coach Grant ed real well," Pulaski CounInstall storm doors, caulk cracks in framing,
Talbott4aid May'S play was ty Coach Larrx Hurt
install weatherstripping, replace worn
the difference in a game that understated. "Our peciaple
threshold plates.
was tied 15 times and had 72 were moving into the right
lead changes.
lanes and denying the ball.
WINIOWI
"I could stand here and We knew we couldn't stop
Replace any broken glass immediately If
make excuses, but it was them inside. That big girl
glazing compound or putty around windows is
just a question of Miss (Often) is one of the best I've
in poor condition replace as soon as possible
May," said Talbott."She is a seen, but we felt if we could
great competitor."
keep the ball from getting to
May, who finished with 21 her, we had a chance."
points, had 14 in the final
Sally Malley scored a
period, which began with the seasonhigh 25 points, inclubs tied at 42-42.
cluding six crucial points in

Murray Electric System

the final few minutes to save
No.1 Clark County. The lead
changed hands four times
and was tied 4444 when
Malley popped in a 16-foot
Jumper from the head of the
key with 2:18 remaining.
She followed with four free
throws in the 1:16 as Clark
County built a safe 50-46
lead.
Regina Hubbard led Clay
County,28-5, with 16 points.
"Sally is a clutch player,
no doubt," said Clark County
Coach Dan Hempel. "She
pulled us through in the LIT
( the Louisville Invitational
Tournament won by Clark
County) and she pulled us
through here."
ftirshall County guard
Mitzi Birdsong said she felt
Elizabethtown began to tire
in the second quarter when
Marshall County turned a 9-8
first period deficit into a 2817 halftime lead.
"We started our running
game," she said. "It just
took usa while to get goig."
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We feature
Esther Williams
Pools, the al
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country

The Econo-Mate' Exclusive Features:
• Huge 4" Top Rails
yaDu
tiotny Botlorr. Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls:Foundation
and In-Pool Ladders
.Heavy gauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wall
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"
liner
construction
.Skimmer Cartridge
Dimension 16' x 31' • Swim Area 15' x 24' x 4' • Filtration Unit

BEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... • GUARANTEED SERVICE
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
• FINANCING AVAILABLE
GAS SHORTAGE
• NO DOWN PAYMENT

DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
Local Calls 812-948-5121 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS
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Laura Seay scored 16
•
Points and grabbed 10 reMAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE
,iounds to lead Marshall I
County. Nina Parrish had 11
for Elizabethtown, 24-3, 11
PO. Box 257, New Albany,Ind. 47150
which was hampered by I
Without obligation please send a representative with information On pools
leading scorer Sandy,
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
I,ackey's foul trouble. I
NAME
Lackey, who scored V points I
ADDRESS
in an opening round win over
Trimble County, sat out
CITY
STATE
ZIP
much of the first half with I
TELEPHONE
NO
ROTC
154. IhOM,O.nt,
three fouls. She scored only
We service the states of Kentucky, Southern Illinois al Southern Indiana
two points before fouling out II
with 1:291eft to play.
aso so op mi Ns no
so on me
go we Nee
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Final Four Begins Today

Knight Recalls Sampson In Pan Am
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer

and good players, how they
come at you," Knight said of
the 7-foot-4 Sampson. "The
PHILADELPHIA i AP) —
American team was the
Bobby Knight remembers Pan
had seen 6-5 and
Ralph Sampson as a gangly first time he
really go after
17-year-old, fresh out of high 6-6 people
school, who was too Inex- him.
perienced for the coach to
"But he has adjusted very
risk using him in the rough- well. A lot of people have
and-tumble 1979 Pan that kind of talent but never
American Games
develop it. lie has made
great strides."
When I first saw him he
had worlds of talent, but he
Today Sampson led fifthwas naive about basketball ranked
Virginia, 28-3,

igainst Atlantic Coast Conference rival North
Carolina, 28-7 and rated sixth, in the second semifinal of
the NCAA Basketball Championships.
In the opener of the
doubleheader, Knight sent
his ninth-ranked Indiana
Hoosiers, 24-9, against No.4
Louisiana State, 31-3. The
final will be played Monday
night.
Asked about sitting on the
bench for the Knight-

coached Pan Am team,
Sampson said: "It was a
great experience for me. It
was like a year of college. I
learned that I had to adjust
my game and develop my
skills— and not just rely on
being tall."
In two years, Sampson has
developed Into a towering
force in college basketball.
Last year he led Virginia to
the championship of the National Invitation Tourna-

Pistons Trample Sleepwalking
Celtics In Dreamlike 115-90 Win
By MIKE HARRIS
AP Sports Writer
It was like a dream for the
hapless Detroit Pistons.
Detroit, with the second
worst record in the National
Basketball
Association
made like a big bad bully in
trampling the sleepwalking
Boston Celtics 115-90 Friday
night.
It was apparent from the
outset that the Celtics, who
crose out the regular season
at home Sunday against the
Philadelphia 76ers in a game
that will decide the winner of
the NBA's Atlanta Division,
were daydreaming about the
important finale.
Detroit jumped to a 16-4
lead and, with Terry Tyler
leading all scorers with 27
points, never led by less than
11 points after the first
quarter.
"It wasn't a good basketball game ( by Boston )," said
Boston Coach Bill Fitch. "It
was a horrible basketball
game. It looked like the team
that got together two years
ago at training camp(after a
29-53 season). They were like
strangers.

•'But, the way Detroit
played, I don't know if we
would have beaten them had
we played our best. And I
don't judge their character
on what happened tonight.
The 76ers, who beat the
Cleveland Cavaliers 138-117
Friday night, lead the Atlantic Division with a 62-19
record. Boston is 61-20. The
winner Sunday will take the
division title and a bye in the
opening playoff round.
If Philadelphia wins the
game, it would also win the
division by two full games. If
Boston wins Sunday, the two
teams would finish with a 3-3
season record against each
other, but the Celtics would
win the title on the basis of a
better record against division opponents, the third
tiebreaker.
In other NBA action Friday night, Phoenix wrapped
up the Pacific Division title
with a 124-100 victory over
San Diego, Chicago ripped
Atlanta 108-83, Portland
whipped Dallas 123-109, Indiana downed Washington
122-107, Houston topped Kansas City 91-84 and Los

Angeles beat Seattle 97-90.
76ers 138, Cavaliers 117
Bobby Jones ignited a
second-half attack that
sparked the 76ers to their big
victory over Cleveland. Andrew Toney scored 24, Julius
Erving 21 and Darryl
Dawkins 20, to balance a
Philadelphia offense that
dominated the game.
Philadelphia led 71-54 at
the half, but the Cavs had a
15-3 spurt at the start of the
third period to cut the
margin to five points.
Two straight stuff shots by
Jones and a technical foul
against the Cavaliers' Kenny
Carr doused Cleveland's rally. Jones scored 13 of his 15
points in the period as the
76ers built their lead to 10281.
Looking ahead to Sunday,
76ers Coach Billy Cunningham said: "It should be a
great game. If that game
doesn't win the ratings,
nothing will. Both teams
have
had
outstanding
seasons."
Suns 124, Clippers 100
Forward Len "Truck"
Robinson scored 31 points

and guard Walter Davis added 22 as the Suns gained their
first division title in 13 years
in the NBA. Their 56 victories are the most ever for
the club.
A Davis basket broke a.7474 tie early in the third
period and Robinson then
sank two free throws and a
field goal to put the Suns up
80-74 and send them on their
way to an easy victory.
Chicago 108, Hawks 83
Dwight Jones hit a
seasonhigh 29 points and
Reggie Theus added 19 to
lead the Bulls to their
seventh consecutive victory.
Chicago pulled away from a
65-65 deadlock midway in the
third quarter, racing to an
82-69 advantage behind eight
points each from Jones and
Bobby Wilkerson.
The victory assured the
Bulls, winners of 13 of their
last 16 games, of their best
season in the last four years.
The Hawks, losing for the second time without a victory
since Coach Hubie Brown
was fired, lost their 50th
game of the season and 30th
on the road.

Showndown Between Virginia,
Tar Heels Means More For ACC
By BRUCE DALLAS
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (API —
Today's NCAA semifinal
showdown
basketball
between Virginia and North
Carolina means money and
prestige for the Atlantic
Coast Conference.
''It keeps the people from
the Big 10 from giving us so
much grief," said Terry

Holland, coach of the fifthranked Virginia Cavaliers,
28-3 and first in the ACC
regular season with a 13-1
league mark.
"The conference is very
happy to get two checks
too," said Dean Smith,coach
of the sixth-ranked Tar
Heels, 28-7 and ACC tournament winners.
The question of whether

the ACC or the Big Ten or the
Southeast Conference or the
Pac-10 is the best league in
collegiate basketball will undoubtedly contihue, but this
year at least, the ACC can
argue all the way to the
bank.
Each of the teams in this
year's Final Four — Louisi a na State, Indiana,
Virginia and North Carolina

if
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— will receive $370,000 plus
expenses, said NCAA
spokesman David Cawood.
Expenses include air fare
and $60 a day for 22 personnel, Cawood said.
But actually expenses run
much higher, considering
the cost of bringing along
bands, pep clubs and other
supporters, said ACC Commissioner Bob James.
North Carolina and
Virginia will turn their
checks over to the ACC,
which will return to each
$50,000 for expenses, James
explained.
The two schools also will
get back $160,000 of the
amount they turned over, the
other halves evenly
distributed among the other
seven teams in the ACC,
James said.
Thus, Virginia and North
Carolina will each earn
$232,857 from the tournament, including $22,857 from
each others' winnings, as
conference members. The
remaining six ACC schools
will garner $45,714 from having two of their members in
the Final Four.
Since the NCAA opened
the tournament to more than
one team from any one conference in 1976, the Big 10
has twice had two representatives make it to the Final
Four. Indiana beat Michigan
86-68 for the national title
here in 1976, and last year,
Purdue and Iowa finished
third and fourth, respectively.
"They ( the Big 10) had two
before. We'd like to have
four," said Holland.
But neither coach was
overly concerned with promoting the ACC after Friday's practices, especially
since they face each other on
the way to Monday's final.
"I'd like to think we're
here to play two excellent
games and win the national
championship. Getting to
Philadelphia was a goal, but
not the. ultimate one7''. said
Holland.
Virginia came from
behind to beat North
Carolina twice this season.
In the last 11 years, North
Carolina holds a 19-6 edge
over Virginia, but the
Cavaliers are 3-1 against the
Tar Heels since 7-4
sophomore Ralph Sampson
arrived last year.

went This year the club held
the No.1 ranking for some
tune, won the title in the rugged ACC, earned an NCAA
bid and advanced to the
Final Four.
And Friday, Sampson was
awarded the Adolph Rupp
Trophy as the Associated
Press' college basketball
Player of the Year, selected
in a vote by a nationwide
panel of sports writers and
broadcasters.
"It is quite a thrill for me
to get this award," said
Sampson. "Winning Player
of the Year is something I
had set as a goal during my
four years at Virginia, and
the fact that I have been
recognized this early in my
career is great.
"Of course, I'd give it up in
a minute to take home the
national championship."
The award is a reflection
rf how far Sampson has
come in the last two years,
emerging as a dominating
force in his sport.
"He's a magnificent
basketball player," said
ISU Coach Dale Brown."He
has just about every tool,
both physically and mentally. He has everything he
needs to become one of the
all-time greats."
"He is a dominating
player at both ends of the
floor," said North Carolina
Coach Dean Smith. "He gets
open shots for his teammates if you choose to play
him, and if you don't he kills
you. On defense he always
has a hand in your face, he
takes away your inside game
and he limits you to one shot.
No other team has anyone 74 and that active, in the
Jabbar-Walton group."
Sampson smiled when told
he had been compared to
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Bill Walton.
"I'm not Walton or
Kareem," he said. "I'm
Ralph Sampson. They had
their time. I hope this is my
time."

Sports In Brief
is Die Area-Lave° Yr eaa
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NEW YORK AP
- West Gm
inany
Sylvia Maeda that Haar.
Mancthkova 14, 64,64 lis mai< ow
the mudinala With Mina Jabot
In the Pam Ada Isasis disrapisia
guys at MaderalgagraGerslso
In madam mateli. Bair Bungs a
Sieet GermrydeWed I.Allen III 6-3, to advance to the semifinal:
apunat Martina Navratilov a
MILAN. Italy AP, biorn Borg of
Sweden topped Stan Smith 6-0, 6.2
U. quarterfinals of the 6200000 WCT
Court Tournament
In She,, action, John MeEthoe beat
Vijay Ammtrai of India, 6,3, 5-7, 6-2,
Sandy Mayer defeated Butch Waits 6I, 4-4, 74, and Gene Mayer withdrew
in the second set of Ata match against
HAY 's Gummi Ocleppo because of an
111 fllir

Standing in his unmediatx
path was a North Carolina
team that finished with a
rush, winning 10 of its last 11
games including the
Dostseason ACC tournament.
Today's meeting was the
third of the season between
the conference foes. Virginia
won the first two, rallying
from a 13-point deficit to win
at home, and then corning
back from a 16-point deficit
to win in overtime at Chapel
North Carolina went into
today's game counting on its
stellar front line of Al Wood
and James Worthy at forward and Sam Perkins in the
middle.
"Those are three kids who
will definitely be first-round
pro draft choices," observed
Virginia
Coach
Terry
Holland. "I don't think any
other school has a front line
like that."
If containing Sampson was
a key to the second game,
the opener was expected to
hinge greatly on how well
MU could cope with Isiah
Thomas, Indiana's brilliant
point guard who was also on
that 1979 Pan Am team.
"There has been great
growth in Thomas as this
season has progressed,"
said Knight. "At first he was
a bit reluctant to accept the
responsibility of running the
team. But this year he's
started taking over, and as
he has, it's made him a more
careful and conscientious
player."
But LSU Coach Dale
Brown tried to deemphasize
the
matchup
between
Thomas and the Tigers'
Ethan Martin.
"We don't look at it as a 1on-1 confrontation," said
Brown. "This is not Dale
Brown against Bobby Knight
or Ethan Martin against
Isiah Thomas. Basketball is
a team game and it's the better team that will win."
Knight couldn't have said
it better.

NBA Standings
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Eastern ththereace
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c-Phdaielphia
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62 19
753 1
61 20
1-Boston
z-New York
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48 32
37 13
Washington
833 24ix
300 37ss
24 56
Neu Jersey
Cealral BMWse
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y -Milwaukee
726
41 37
543 15
a-Clic:ago
$43 15
44 37
a-Indiana
3•4 21
31 50
Atlanta
Cleveland36 53
346 31
21 60
Detroit
259 38
Western Gatherer:
liticlwest 131vIden
630
51 30
y -San AntanS
40 41
494 11
Houston
39 42
Kansas Clty
481 12
4311 15s:
35 45
Denver
2%23n
2313
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185 36
15 66
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Pal& Wham
z-Phoeniz
*I 56 25
675 IN
54 26
z-loa Angeles
$43 12
44 37
z-Portland
Golden M.ste
488 16,
5
39 41
36 45
San Diego
444 20
407 23
13 48
Seattle
'clinched dIVISIOn tele
rclurbed playoff berth
Friday's Games
Detract 115, Boston 30
Philadelphia 133 Cleveland 117
Indiana 127. Washmicton 107
Portland 123, Dallas 00
Chicago 108, Atlanta 83
Houston 91, Kansas Qty 84
Phoenix 12A San Diego 100
1* Angeles 97, Seattle 90
Babaday's Gmoes
New 'fort at New Jersey
Detrat at Washirthon
los Angeles al Utah
Denver at Golden Slate Suaday's
Games
Milwaukee at Atlanta
Philadelphia at Boston
Chase° at Inaba
Houston at Son Antonio
Golden Sate a Seattle
Cleveland at Washington
New Jersey at New 'fort
Gallas A Kansas Qty
Utah at Phoenix
Denver at Los Angeies
Portland at San Diego
REGULAR SEASON ENDS

sINDEir 13.M.N Wes GthiplanY
Al',- Ivan Candi ot (theofewthtlealua
turned Pact Australia's Jabs Fit
zgerald 6-4. 6-4 us the ipiartertimels at
'he 175,00 Slutto,art Grand Prig TarrAmman
I. other matches, WoBalt IIMIM of
Poland defeated Frame's Pad tarre
Nair Zealand's Cliaie Lewis
downed Pat Dupre 6,3, 6-3; and
Drab's Shloino Glickstan overcame
Sweden.Jan Norback 5-7,64,64.
GOLF
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,S.C. 1AP
Gibby Gilbert Mot a 5-undergar 66
urn 135 total to take the emceed round
lead in the 8300,000 Sea Pines-Heritaite
Classic
Jerry Pate moved use second place
at 137. two shots back. He hod•second
tiund 61
SINGAPORE AP - HMI Siena
an of Tiuwan fired a 3-under par 61
or a 134 total and a one-stroke lead
yver Austral* s Terry Gale in the moor* round of the Suthapore Open
COSTA MESA, Calif AP -- Pat
Bradley-. JoAnne Calmer and Martha
'thnsen were deadlocked at 4-over-par
.46 after the second round al the
1175,000Wornen s Kemper Open
Elraolley carded a secondround 75,
Corner had a 71. and Hansen fired a
Nancy Lopez-Melton, Debbie
70
Massey. Shelley Harakiri and Joy cc
Kmrruerski were hed at 147

NHL Standings
th 114r &maimed Piss
W L T GE GA Pb
43 16 16 331 257 ICC
44 17 13 332 244 101
30 13 317 218 97
3018 19 311 23t 95
41 23 12 318 274 94
8323 13 307 244 93
37 26 13 3121 276 87
3521 12 300 239 62
3230 17 270 247 81
2839 19 V6 MO 75
N 31 15 287 296 73
3030 17 294 303 73
5 34 II NV 32; 69
2723 13 300 312 67
24 34 18 271 304 66
3037 13 302 353 65

St Imas
NY Islanders
Matreal
Buffalo
Lot Angeles
Philadelphia
Calgar,
loston
Annesota
Vancouver
Chew°
Quebec
Pittsbirgh
NY, Rangers
Weahington
Toronto

Edmonton
2339 15 301 315 65
3636 18 281 253 58
Hartford
19 39 16 235 313 14
Detroit
23 44 11 344 379 53
Colorado
Winnipeg
954 12 231 715 30
NOTE The top 16 theans at the end of
the regular season will qualify for the
Stanley. Up playoffs
Friday's Games
Hartford 5. Wastungtm 3
Vancouver 10, Wirrupeg 2
&Ado 5, Colorado 3
Salarday's Game'
Chicago at Balton
Edmonton at Dan*
Pittstirgh at New Vain Islanders
New Tat Rangers at Montreal
Calgary at Toronto
Buffalo at &Dm
Memeanta M lot Angeles
Swan's Games
New York Islanders at Washington
Ptiladelpha al Hartford
Debbi at Clan"
Edmonton a P30atka-0
Montreal at Quebec
Winnipeg at rola-ado
Mmesaa at Vancouver

Prices Good 3-26-81
Thru 3-30-81

Hours:
9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
1:00-6:00
Sun.
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Now

'26"

Fire Extinguisher
UL Rated 10-B:C
Rechargeable
Reg S8 99 NOW

Badminton
Volleyball
Combination Set
sirs)
Rog 115 99
Noir

SA 99
V
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/
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All
Billiard Sticks
°A off
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Square Dancing
Lessons To Start
At Douglas Center
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Knight Finds Message On Balloon
Mitch Knight found a
balloon with a special
message attached on
Thursday about 4:30 p.m. at
his home in Canterbury
Estates. The balloon had
been launched from Risco,
Mo., about 100 nules west of
here, on that sante day.

Square dancing class %
start Monday, March 30
the Douglas Center with Bo
Zambella as caller Persons
interested may call 753-8938
for information
Zambella has called
square dances all over the
United States and Europe
and evert behind the Iron
-.Curtain.

Eastwood Baptist
Church To Hold
Revival Services

Danny Cleaver
To Speak At
7th, Poplar Church
Danny Cleaver will speak
on •'The Witnesses of Jesus"
at the 8:30 and 1040 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services
on Sunday, March N, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ. His scripture will
be from Matthew 16:13-16
and 22:4145.
Larry Evans will also
speak at the evening service.
The regular minister. John
Dale, will be speaking in a
gospel meeting at Sikeston
this week.
Assisting in the services
will be Johnny Bohannon,
Jerry Bolls, Ed West, Howell
Clark, Randy Wright, Ron
McNutt, Mike Brannack,
Ellin Dick, Stephens. Kim
Weatherford,Stan Simmons,
Jim Harding, Bob Lax, Vernon Anderson. David
Wright, Kenneth Grogan,
James Thurmond, and Glen
B. Gibbs.
Teen nursery helper will
be Janee Sims and special
class helper will be Lisa
McDonald. Serving on the
Extension Department will
be Randy Wright and Steve
Steele.
Bible study will be at 9:45
am.Sunday.

The Lasts uod baptist
Church, Highway 94 East,
will hold revival services
starting Monday, March 30,
and continuing through
Saturday, April 4.
The Rev. Bob Lamb of
Madisonville will be the
visiting evangelist for the
services at 7 p.m. each evening.
Nursery facilities will be
provided, according to a
church spokesman who invites the public to attend.

ART CONTEST WINNERS — Dale Torsak, left, and lanee Sims, are shown beside
exhibit paintings at Calloway County High School. The two CCHS students were
first place winners in the Murray Woman's Club art contest. Torsak won first in
drawing and overall best of show and Sims was first in watercolor. Other winners not pictured are Robert Crick, who won first in painting, and Gene Dowdy,
who was first in photography. The art teacher is Larry Dunn.

The card had the following
message on it. "Hi Balloon
Finder- Our school is participating in the Weekly
Reader's Writjng Pals
Balloon Contest
The
scheduled launch date was
March 26 Please put this
message in an envelope

Patio

along with your name, address, date found, and city
and state where the message
was found. Mail back to
Risco Elementary School. P.
0 Box 18, Risco, Mo. 63874
Howard Hutson,Sixth Grade
Student at Risco, Mo. Also
please tell your local

GAS Gel IS

Kitchen

SPRING GRILL
SALE!

High Quality Gas Grills
Low DISCOUNT Prices!
Natural Gas or Bottle Gas
Largest Selection In Area
Prices Start At $99

Proxy:Is" CORPORATION
Railroad Ave. — Murray

Re

By MA1
Associated
COCOA I
API — He
through slal
and twisted
looking for
missing in th
tially built
that collapse
ple and in
dozen others.
Cocoa Bei
Robert Walk
unlikely that
ing were still
"I heard a I
sounded like
said Lucille
Cocoa Beadt
was walking
the building
really looked
cards that

753-1823

Memorial Baptist
Church To Hear
Jerre° White

The Memorial Baptist
Church, Tenth and Main
Streets, Murray, will hear
the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor, speak at the 10:50
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship services on Sunday, March 22,
at the church.
Mason Billington, deacon
The
First
United from Matthew 27:15-26.
vice.
of the week, will assist in the
Methodist Church wili hear
Karen Jackson will sing a
Church School will be at services.
the minister, the Rev. Dr. solo, "Follow Me," at both 9:45 a.m., and Covenant Milton Gresham, minister
Walter E. Mischke, Jr., services.
Prayer Groups and Snack of music, will direct the
speak at the 8:45 and 10:50
At the 1050 service the suppers for Senior and Sanctuary Choir in special
a.m, worship services on Chancel Choir, directed by Junior High United music with Margaret
Sunday, March 29. His sub- Paul Shahan with Bea Far- Methodist Youth Fellowship Wilkins as organist and
ject will be "Conditions of rell as organist, will sing the groups will be at 5:30 p.m.- Michael Wilkins as pianist.
Conscience" with scripture anthem, "The Stone Is Roll- both on Sunday.
Church Teaching with
ed Away."
Ralph Bogard as director
The String Quartet comwill be at • 9:40 a.m., ane
posed of Arnie Cassey.
Church Training with Clenr
violin, Mary Curtis Taylor,
Hale as director will be at 6
violin, Donna Story, viola,
p.m., both on Sunday.
and Neale Mason, cello, will
Volunteer
nursery
play Were You There" for
workers will be Robbie Key,
the offertory.
The University Church of Nadine Beane, and Halford
The Rev. Jimmy E. Christ
will hear Bruce Logue Beane.
Stubbs, minister of speak on "Be Not Afraid"
Bus drivers for this week
evangelism, will speak on with scripture
from Matthew will be Larry Geib and Pete
"The Upper Room: Great 8:/3-27 at the 10:30 a.m. ser-, Morgan, Sunday morning;
Promise" at the 7 p.m. ser- vice and on "Soldier, and Glenn Hale, Sunday and
Athlete, Farmer, Criminal" Wednesday nights.
with scripture from II
Timothy 2:1-10 at the 6 p.m.
services on Sunday, March
29.
Ernie oBailey, Larry
Wright, George Gallagher,
The
Rev.
Paul Pike Powell
Now at your Toyota
Tommy Reid, Willard Ails,
;oyota is cheaper to keep
.
will be the guest pastor at
Hamp W. Brooks, Freed
than before We we lowered it, ;. TA.rs of the most basic services
Morning Worship will
the masses at 6:30 p.m. toand parts tune ups oil changes air and oil filters spark plugs, ever.
Curd, Gearl Suiter, Doug begin at 10:45 a.m. on Sunday and at 8 and 11 a.m. and
batteries We sell the genuine Toyota Maintenance-Free Batten/ with
Jnes, Ellis Pennington, John day, March 29, at South
improved cold cranking performance which gives you more power
4:30 p.m. on Sunday. March
for all-weather start-ups and doesn t require the addition of water
Simmons, Bob Bazzell, Pleasant Grove United
29, at St. Leo's Catholic
for up to a full 6 years under normal driving conditions For Toyota
Grogan, Jim Methodist Church. The serHarold
service specialists arid genuine Toyota parts plus new everyday low
Church.
Lawson, J. P. Parker, and mon by the pastor, Dr. Paul
"'of."
prices. bring your Toyota tc the
Rev. Powell is pastor of St.
Keith Hays will assist in the Blankenship, will be entitled
torotr6
,
5
,
:s...
Francis de Sales Parish,
"Adam and Eve and You
services.
Paducah.
The
Murray
wow,& porn
Nursery supervisors will and Me- based on Genesis 3.
pastor, the Rev. Martin Matbe Margaret Waldrop, Dee The choir, directed by
tingly,is in Portage, Ind., for
Gantt, Genese Reid. and Mrs. Lurine Cooper, will
a Marriage Encounter
Dorothy Grogan.
sing "Why Should He Love
Weekend.
The monthly hymn sing me So?" with Mrs. Olivene
Religion classes for
will be held Sunday evening Erwin as orgainst and Tompreschool through 12th grade
following the worship ser- my Gaines as pianist.
will be at 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
vices.
A nursery is available for
515 S. 12th
Week day services will be
infants and small children.
at 6 p.m. on Monday, 6:30
Murray, Ky.
A Fifth Sunday Singing
p.m. on Tuesday, 4:30 p.m.
GREEN FIREWOOD
Phone 753-4961
will be held this Sunday at 6
on Wednesday, 10 a.m. on
Green firewood should be
Thursday, and 6:15 a.m. on allowed to dry for six months p.m. with a full hour of singing by Adult Choir and the
Friday.
before using. It should be congregation. The singing
stacked loosely for air cir- will be followed by a
sandciliation with the bark side wich supper in the fellowship
Up.
hall.

newspaper about finding the
oalloon and message '•
Knight, a sixth grader in
the class of Peggy Shelton,
teacher, at Murray Middle
School,found the balloon and
message in his yard. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Knight
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Hatcher Auto Sales

Now,getthe benefit
of Rumensin
without
everyday
feeding.

Before you buy a mower, tiller or
tractor, compare the quality and performance features of a SNAPPER
You'll find a SNAPPER is worth
more because it does more and its
price is competitive with other
quality mowers, tillers and tractors

• The new,easy way to improve gains of feeder or
stocker cattle on pasture
• Fits any forage program.
• No special equipment needed.
• Complete source of minerals, vitamins and salt when
fed with roughage
See us today for the first product to combine the
advantage of Rumensin with ttie ease of block feeding
Sweetkx with Rumensin from Stal

smqie iiodai ins, sonic,,
you' soeen and
Ezer,derud,
,
d ,Gnrce, at tor

'he corder.
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,4,4 42
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Rescuers Continue Efforts At Florida Condos
pulled the bottom out from
By MATT BOKOR
Associated Press Writer
Laboring under spotlights
COCOA BEACH, Fla. through the night, rescue
AP, — Rescuers chipped workers used jackhanuners,
small
through slabs of concrete sledgehammers,
and twisted metal today, shovels and even their hands
looking for five workers to get through the cement,
missing in the debris of par- steel bars and crushed
belly built condominiums girders.
that collapsed, killing 10 peo- The cause of the collapse
pie and injuring several was not determined, but
dozen others,
several woriunen who surCocoa Beach Fire Chief vived contended that the
Robert Walker said it was five-story building fell apart
unlikely that any of the miss- because the construction
ing were still alive,
schedule didn't allow enough
"I heard a terrible noise, it time for concrete throughout
sounded like an explosion," the building to dry.
said Lucille Coleman, a "Twenty-two years I've
Cocoa Beach resident who been pouring concrete, and
was walking nearby when they've never pulled the
the building fell Friday. "It forms in two days like they
really looked like a house of did here," said James
cards that somebody had Dockett, who was on the roof

dud briefly trapped
under
the debris until a crane
removed a metal girder,
The forms, supports that
shape wet cement, "usually
set thsre for a week or 10
days, he said.
The workers had just
finished pouring the roof
when the collapse occurred
They had been planning to
celebrate the construction
milestone with the traditional -topping off" party
Friday night.
Michael Mervis, a
spokesman
for
the

Licensed For

Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray. lk

Vote

William "Bill" Bailey

ple listened to ipeakers Friday night and then marched
to the state Capitol chanting
"No nukes! No nukes!"
There, using two charcoal
grills, the protesters burned
their electric bills to protest
the sharp jump in utility
rates since the TMI mishap,
the nation's worst commercial nuclear-plant accident.
A coalition of labor and antinuclear groups planned to
march to the Capitol today to
hear politicians, activists,
labor leaders and musicians
speak against nuclear
power.
The demonstration comes

For

Your Individual
Horoscope

Sheriff
Working Together We
Can Control Crime
Paid for by Patsy Woodall Treasurer

4VOIros*
Hoffman's
NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
TOTALLY

FREE ESTIMATES

Frasces Drake
Route I . Almo Kentucky

B(DDING PLANTS
•VIGITABLES
HOUSE PLANTS
*SHRUBS
•TREIS
SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 9-5 MON.-SUN.
941. MURRAY, KY

FOR MONDAY,MARCH M,111
What Wad of day will tomor- home. You're sure of your
row be? To find out what the feelings and verge towards
stars say, read the forecast commitment. Your love life
improves now.
given for your birth Sign.
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct.23 to Nov. 211 inve*C
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 1
Unexpected meetings are
14
Morning hours bring fortunate. Home life affords
business progress. Later, you private satisfactions. A
you'll enjoy happy tine:sin the past matter is brought to a
company of friends and loved happy conclusion.
ones. Romance likely.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
(Apr. 20toMay 20,
Unexpected bargains now.
Good news from a distance! You may receive an invitation
Career interests are marked to a special party. Your
by success. Later, you may popularity is on the upswing.
plan a quiet celebration with a Enjoy life!
loved one.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec. 22toJan. 19) Vi
May 21 to June 20)
A chance meeting with an
Use ingenuity on the job.
old friend may occur. You
Make plans to travel with a
should be quite happy with
loved one or to visit somebody
career developments now.
at a distance. Romance is fun, Congratulations! Aim high.
yet serious.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
(June 21 toJuly 22) ISO
Keep career developments
Romance has an unexpected
confidential. Students meet
quality. It's a good time to
with academic success.
raise capital for important
Travel has romantic overprojects. Business progress is
tones. Friends are helpful.
also likely.
PISCES
LEO
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Good news from a distance.
Domestic interests are
Behind-the-scenes financial
favored. Heart-to-heart talks
negotiations meet with sucmean marriage for some of
cess. You may receive a gift
you. Enjoy good times with
from an admirer.
those for whom you care.
YOU BORN TODAY are
VIRGO
well-qualified for mental purI Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
suits and the professions.
An unexpected invitation
Your flair for self-expression
could arrive. You have the
attracts you to writing,
chance now to improve finanteaching,
education,
cial security. Good will pays
philosophy, theater and painoff on the job.
ting. If you fail to find an
outlet for these natural gifts,
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 -you tend to scatter your
energies or drift with the curBuy something new for the
rents of your imagination. A
willingness to become involved and to assume responsibility will bring you success.
You're a progressive thinker
who can make an original contribution in the field of your
choice. Watch a tendency to be
fixed opinions Birthdate
0 Vincent van Gogh, artist;

tikv,"
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Dr. Roger N. Carstensen
Athens, Georgia
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One of America's Finest
Bible Communicators:
teacher, preacher,
story teller, humorist,
pianist, poet
This Sunday, March 29th
during the
Sunday
School Classes
9:45
10:45 Morning Worship
Noon— Covered Dish Dinner
Fellowship Nall
12:45 — Afterglow Session
Nursery Available For
All Sessions
at

/MR

PRICES ARE GOING UP & UP GET YOUR
FLOTE-BOTE NOW AND SAVE!

Special prices on • number of pontoon boats and others on display ait
Ctr, Ha 79$ Paris, Tenn.
lakewn
e Undo loo's Sao
Grayson

Don McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lek•

4.S. 44. 4.44.
444 .4
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one day after U.S. Rep. Morris Udall toured the plant
site and said Congress won't
bail out the financially ailing
owners of Three Mile Island.
Udall predicted, however,
that Congress will find a way
to speed up decontamination
of the TMI plant — a process
expected to take seven years
and cost $1 billion.
"There was a great deal of
opposition to the Chrysler
bailout, and there is even
more to this," the Anions
Democrat said after hearing
about the problems of
General Public Utilities
Corp. — the parent of the
three Pennsylvania and New
Jersey utilities that own
TMI.
"But there's an agreement
that something has to be
done. The question is what,
and who's going to pay for
it."
The accident at Three Mile
Island, located in the Susquehanna River near Middletown, began March 28,
1979, when one of the plant's
two reactors shut down in
response to a minor mishap.
But a combination of
mechanical malfunctions
and operator error halted
the flow of water, which
acted as a coolant, to the
reactor and the core
overheated. A potentially
catastrophic meltdown of
the core was narrowly avoided, officials said later.
The spilled reactor water
flooded the basement of the
reactor building, resulting in
radiation releases.
The other reactor at Three
Mile Island was shut down
for refueling at the time of
the accident, and it has not
been restarted. Although
anti-nuclear activists oppose
restarting the undamaged
reactor, an effort is under
way by several groups, including the state Chamber of
Commerce, to have it put
back into service.
"Project David" was intended to get 5 percent of the
residents of Newberry
Township, near the plant, to
pledge not to pay their
March
bill
from
Metropolitan
Edison.
Organizers said they had
won pledges from 320, or 9
percent, of the township's
ratepayers. Metropolitan
Edison has boosted rates by
$165 million since the accident.
"Met Ed is the Goliath, the
giant industry, and we are
the little Davids," said
Patricia Smith, speaking at
the rally."We really want to
hurt their pocketbooks the
same way they've hurt
ours."

—
You Are Invited To Hear

'
1
‘611
MO•
‘111 ge,•
mom
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crane dropped a huge bucket
of concrete through the roof.
But authorities later said
that had not occurred.
The elevator shaft was the
only thing left standing of
what was to have been the
plush Harbour Cay condomuu Urns, priced at $89,000
to $101,000 each. Concrete
supports poked through the
slabs of broken cement that
would have been the floors of
the 45 apartment units
overlooking the Banana
River. Walker said it would
Lake at least two days to

Anti-Nuclea r Activists Mark
TM l's Second Anniversar
By JOHN DANISZEWSKI
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. ( API
— Anti-nuclear activists
were marking today's second anniversary of the accident at the Three Mile power
plant by burning their utility
bills and marching on the
Capitol.
Some of the protesters
were participating in "Project David," an attempt to
sling shots at what protesters have dubbed the
"Goliath- of Metropolitan
Edison, TMI's operator, by
not paying their bills.
A crowd of about 250 peo-

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

developer, Uruvel Corp.,
said it probably would be
months before the cause of
the collapse was determined, but the company was
contacting engineers around
the country for an investigation.
An investigator for the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration arrived late
Friday and said Univel had
no record of violations.
Bill Straub, the Cocoa
Beach building inspector, initially reported that the collapse was touched off when a

1.4 molos Iton .4144 o. 7110 °Soo 710 4.4 os.os
4,44 rut. rook4 then toll 4444 vo40,44•4.
` 44'4"
1.4.441kone SO? 06 mu.. 102 PSI till
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Dr. Devil Row, Illaristor
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lear all of the rubble
Some Of the bodies *ere
crushed beyond recognition,
according to an official at
Holmes Regional Medical
Center in Melbourne, where
the county medical examiner's office is located
Although officials said
they had heard sound from
at least one man trapped in
the rubble, Walker said it
was unlikely they would find
any more workmen alive
Asked if he thought any of
the trapped workers might

still be oust, the tire chief
said, "No, not at this point
We don't(hulk so."
The identities of four victims were released early today Larry Hayes, 24, of
Cocoa, an inmate on workrelease from the Brevard
Correctional
Institute;
Leroy Hudson of Cocoa;
Leroy Wilson, 25, of Cocoa,
and Lott C Mitchum, whose
age and hometown weren't
immediately available.
Officials at the site also
told Tina Dunn that her hus-

uand, Randy, was dead
Survivors and witnesses
said the collapse was followed by a -deathly silence,
broken by the wails of sirens
"There was no crying, no
weeping, no hollering for
help," one witness said.
"Just a deathly silence."
Anthony Mincu, the first
medic on the scene, said: "I
was literally running around
pulling people's heads out of
the wet concrete. There St
liquid concrete two feet deci,
all over the wreckag.

COMPARE
THE QUALITY, FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND
SENSIBLE PRICE OF A SNAPPER RIDER.
The rear engine SNAPPER rider
gives you a smooth. even cut. Plus
immediate response steering for
cutting in tight places. on-the-go adjustment of cutting height and speed.
arid a floating cutting unit which
minimizes scalping and damage
SNAPPER Hi-Vac" models can
vacuum cuttings leaves and

litter into an optional 6 or 30 bu
catcher, even during high moisture conditions
Before you buy a rider compare
the quality and performance features of a SNAPPER You II find
SNAPPER is worth more because
it does more And its price is competitive with other quality rnowers

'
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Will your house
be using electricity
r unnecessarily
1
while you're
on vacation?
It need not. Just thin of everything electrical that
won't be needed while you' e gone. Then turn it off.

Turn off the air condi ioner. If you have an electric
water heater, turn it off at the fuse or breaker box. If you're
leaving lights on for security, set them on a timer that
turns them on only at night.
Will your house be using 'unnecessary electricity
while you're on vacation? Not if you'll think before you go,
and turn off all that isn't needed.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Moyfield
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Phyllis To Co-Host
'Good Morning
America' Program

.
f

SCHOOL ART EXHIBIT - Oil paintings of Randy Thurmond,
left, a 1972
graduate of Calloway County High School, are on exhibit in
the lobby of the
school. Thurmond is shown with his former art teacher, Larry Dunn.

By DOLORES A. BARCLA 1'
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK 1API - The
Moral Majority, depicted as
a threat to the Bill of Rights
in some liberal circles, has
mounted an advertising
campaign to defend itself
against what it says are
"fear tactics" by pornographers, secular

humanists arid abortionists.
The ads, which appeared
earlier this week in The Wall
Street Journal, The New
York Times, the Washington
Post and a number of
Virginia newspapers, take
aim at television producer
Norman Lear, former Sen.
George McGovern, the
American Civil Liberties

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
11Naterway
6 Ceremonies
11 Invent
12 Smoothed
14 Sun god
15 Odes
17 Antic
18 Hail,
20 Talk idly
22 Prgeon pea
23 Repect
25 Packs away
27 Tellurium
symbol
28 Growing out
of
30 Built
32 Chief god of
Memphis
34 Love god
35 More pleasmg
38 Towers
41 italian rhifx
42 TV fare
44 Malay canoe
45 Number
47 Lowest point
49 The sun
50 Norse god
52 Lawful
54 Compass pt
55 Sea nymph
57 Chooses
59 Spools
60 Paper units

7 Roman numAnswer to Friday's Puzzle
erai
Ala
Dau
sane
8 Spread tray
OULI DUO 000
9 Geraint s wife
MOGI 000 DUO
10 Sober
11 Desire
MUGU 00000
13 Apportioned
000 0013
16 Partner
1210000 00000
19 Russian
OD
CM
stockade
001200 UOMICILI
21 Pitchers
0013 COO
24 Aquatic
LIOLIOU COMO
mammal
ClUO DUB COO
26 Large ladle
MU QUO 000 A
29 Consumed
TAN
DAD
ETO
31 Despots
33 Harbingers
35 Neck
43 African river 53 Meadow
36 Marvel
46 European
56 Negative pre37 Impolite
land
tin
39 Perches
48 Death rattle 58 Centimeter
40 Venditions
51 Born
(abbr
2

3

4

7

11
II

111"

IS

a

10

17

so

1111

2s
25

27
38

32

34
38
44

DOWN
1 Cowardly
2 Diphthong
3 Short sleep
4 Above and
touching
5 Ogles

HOW'S THE GAME GOING?
IF YOt) NEED /NE TO PITCH
I'M READY ANY TIME... 0

to
52

S.

•
CHUCK YOU'RE GONNA
DRIVE ME CRAZY! CAN'T
YOU UNDERSTAND WE
coo NEED YOU TO PITCH 7!

Union, Playboy and Pen- flounced plans this month to
thouse magazines ,and monitor TV programming
"others who "continually at- and seek boycotts of spontack the philosophies and sors whose shows contain
programs" of similar what the group conside
rs to
movements.
be too much sex, violence or
"There
are profanity.
misunderstandings in the
Godwin describes the
public mind as to what our
organization as "a special
objectives were," said
Ronald S. Godwin, vice interest group" that claims
president and operations the allegiance of about 2k2
million people. The ad says
chief of the conservative
group, based in Lynchburg, the group includes "72,000
ministers, priests and rabVa. "This ad becomes
bis, who are deeply concernsomething of a position
ed about the moral decline of
statement."
The ad begins with the our nation and who are sick
headline: "They have label- and tired of the way many
amoral amd secular
ed Moral Majority the Exhumanists and other liberals
treme Right because we
are destroying the tradispeak out against Extreme
tional family and moral
Wrong!"
The Moral Majority is not, values on which our nation
the ad says, a censorship was built."
To the ACLU, the Moral
organization, anti-Semitic or
a religious group trying to Majority is "dangerously
deceptive."
control the government.
"While we do not agree
Earlier this year, that civil
that the Equal Rights rights organization mounted
Amendment would ultimate- its own ad campaign against
ly benefit the cause of rightwing groups beneath
women in America, we do the headline: "If the Moral
agree with their right to Majority has its way, you'd
boycott those states that better start praying."
have not ratified the amend"We went to the heart of
their public relations hoax
ment,'• the ad says.
"Likewise, we feel that all with our ad," said Ira
Americans have the right to Glasser, executive director
refuse to purchase products of the ACLU. "I think that
from manufacturers whose burned them. They don't
advertising dollars support command a majority of peopublications and television ple. People aren't willing to
programming which violate have the government tell
their own moralist code."
them where and when to
The Moral Majority is a pray and how to conduct
member of the Coalition for their private sexual life and
Better Television, which an- what they can read.

WE NEED YOU TO
SELL POPCORN!!

IF I WERE PITCHING II)
GIVE THIS NEXT GUY
NOTHING BUT CURVE BALLS!

GOSH --THE MAN
TOOK OUR
ORDERS OVER
A HALF HOUR

---BUT THE FOOD
HERE IS SO BAD
YOU DON'T MIND
WAITING

I KNOW"

-r

the classification yOu are looking
tor
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Can of Thanks
4, In Memory
5, lost and Found
6. Help Wanted

9. sa.abon rented

10. Bus Opportunity
II. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale Or Trade
14. Want To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV.Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28 Mob Home Rents
29. Heating.Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms tor Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36, For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
31. Pets Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
CA Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55, Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

BILL'S FISH
MARKET
CATFISH
Whole . . . lb. $1 70
Steaks . . . lb. $1.80
Boneless . Lb. $1.00
BUFFALO
Whole, . . . Lb.50
Cut Up . . . lb. 90'
Special
As Long As
It Lasts
Frozen Fresh Water
Catfish. . . Lb. 90'
733-9381

Call Bill's Upholstery for all
your upholstery needs, We
have thousands of feet of
durable Scotchguard cloth
as well as many hyde and
vinyl. Behind Dairy Queen,
Call 75-8085.
If you are interested in a
morning Weight Watchers
class. call 753-0816 or 7530126.

751 879F1

Moving" Spring cleaning'
Have items you don't want'
Call New Concord Auction
Barn We will pickup, sell
and mail you a check Call
436-5353
Upkeep for the Friendship
Cemetary will be let by bid
on Saturday. 4th of April, at
1 PM Call 753-2370 after
4 pm for more information
1,0Airig

Check
Your.'
Ad

MONEY,
TELEP440•16

7194445

that will quictily help yOu locate

304 Main

,JUST AS LONG
AS IT ISN'T
LIQUOR

Togilawiln Oen* 7S9
4444. Oildro4o Story

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
1,sted rive is 4 rearlt lelerence

Carter Studio

i.-1AT 'NAT
• YOU'RE
PUTTING IN
YOUR GOLF
SAG

NW Caul
Ow‘oniaolkes04 elin New

Gardens broke thee
ordered with power
err reedy for Own ring
Also
lisishhogging, blade
work. 753-11716 or
753.5091.

Toe will like ow torte
splertion
wolily
frames

TIM 1.1,0*1410•••Sea.. r.c

18. Sewing Machines

Bible Facts free Store for
the needy 759-4600

607 S. 4111

3-08

-x

2. Notice

FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API
- Phyllis Georg4 Brown will
cohost the "Good Morning
America" talk show next
week. Press aide La Dahl
says Kentucky's first lady
has accepted an invitation
from ABC to do the show for
five days with David Hartman while Joan Lundon, the
regular co-host is on vacaUon
Mrs. Brown now is
negotiating a new contract
for the CBS sports program
"The NFL Today."
A story in the New York
Dail, News said Thursday
that ABC is considering offering Mrs. Brown a position
on one of its sports shows or
on
"Good
Morning
America."

Moral Majority Has Campaign

YOU'LL NYE THE RESULTS
WANT ADS BRING
2. Notice

'
•••
(40
•

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

1.1filffieW-dite
Bentley's
Restaurant,
waitress needed. Apply in
person 1 PM to 230.
Seeking a programmer to
design, develop, and maintain programs to support
administrative information
systems. Must be competent in the use of Cobel
language and capable of using contemporary design
and development techniques. Salary commensurate
With qualifications. Contact
Personnel Services, Murray
State University, An equal
opportunity employer.

9. Situation Wanted
Babysitting, experienced,
nice neighborhood. Call
753-9834.
Will do housecleaning. Will
furnish references. Experenced. Call 436-2292.
Will break . and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.

13. For Sale Or Trade
For sale or trade Acreage
and farm house Call 4742337

14. Want To Buy
Used exercycle. Call 7537906.
Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy junk cars Call
474-8838,

15. Articles For Sale
23 Cubic foot chest freezer,
Kenmore
portable
dishwasher: 42.000 BTU
central heat and air unit:
10 hp Gravely tractor with
mower, grader blade, tire
chains, and cart; 14'
Runabout, 50 hp Mercury
motor, and trailer 7591621.
For sale. 10-speed bicycle:
baby stroller: and chain link
dog kennel. Call 753-4186.
Galvanized clothes line
posts, 2"x84''. holds 7
lines, $16.99 a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo. 8-track, turn table.
and speakers. $125 Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
speakers, $50. Also a small
coffee table, $10. Call 7538465.
Minnows (med.) 3 dozen
$1: Nughtcrawlers, $1 19
dozen. Redworms. $1 19
box, 9 hook metal chain
stingers, 494: 50 hook
trothnes. $10 00, 25 hook
hotlines. $5.50, Crappie
rigs. 3/51.19. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Snapper mower blades.
26-. 28". 30" or 33".
5599 each Wallin Hardware. Paris
Special purchase. 4- clay
pots, 124 each while they
last. Coast to Coast Hardware. Central Shopping
Center, Murray
Tractor with plow good
condition, best offer Also
self-contained slide-in
camper, 3650. 436-2528 or
436-2516
Oregan chain saw chains
3/8- pitch for 16- bar,
37.99. for 20' bar. $899
Wallin Hardware, Paris

16.Home Furnishings
(YOU ARE JUNGLE- BREC". THERE
ARE NUT6 AND BERRIE5 AL0i
,
*
THE PATH . PICK 1G4.JR OWN
.
14
F000.

PHAR•v
"cw
Roci6r4.„,
•41•910re
oi
r0J6NN
OW

SAYING.

(7"c',JurKNE

• 411

Advertisers are
requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corrections,
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. ANY
ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY. SO, PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR.

Commodes, white A-grade
$4399 Wallin Hardware
Paris
For sale 5 piece hying room
suite. $100. Executive style
desk, $75. Beige area rug
9x12 $50 753-0778 after
5 pm

17. Vacuum Cleaners
Electrolux Sales and Sc'
r7i5c3
e_6760
Tony Montgomery,
Used Filter Queen racuum
cleaner, full cash price
$99.50 Call 13546521

New sewing machine full
cash puce 569 50 20 year
guarantee Call Martha Hopper 1-354-6521

19. Farm Equipment
Faroe Equip.
1000 sad 1415
gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotation
tires.
Tool bars 5 Io 9
row and 15 to 21
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks,
pumps,
valves and NH-3
accessories, James L. Kellett Co.,
Sikeston
Mo.
63801. Call 1314-471-0988.
B Allis Chalmers with plow,
cultivator, disc, mowing
machine Excellent condition 753-6446 after 5 pm.
Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892
1975 Ford 3000 diesel,
1300 hours, 8' wheel disc,
three 14" plows Call 7533712 after 7 pm
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service
Vinson Tractor
Company. 753-4892
Garden plows with wood
handles, double pointed
shovel. mouldboard, and 5prong cultivator. $29 99
Wallin Hardware Paris.
Garden seeder. plants 21
different vegetable seeds,
$39 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris
2.75 Massey Ferguson tractor and equipment for sale
or trade for smaller tractor
Call after 6 pm. 436-5473
Reduced 470 Case tractor,
875 hours and 8' grader
blade Call 489-2164
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892,
Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive,
Briggs & Stratton engines.
$239 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris

Miscellaneous

Aluminum Martin houses
Lynn Grove Market 4354171
Firewood, cut any length
mostly oak and hickory. $20
delivered 489249201 7534157

Trailer fa
9104 or
1551

Ladies clothes for sale
pants, dresses and tops
size 40-46 153-8236
Oregan bars tor Homelite.
Poulan. or Echo chain saws.
16-. $1699. 20-. $1999
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Purple Martin houses 6
room 524 99. 12 room
$36 99, 18 room $49 99,
24 room. $5999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
PLANTS. Garden bedding.
houseplants. fruit trees and
shrubs Open 8 30-2 00.
mornings, 5-7 PM evenings.
Monday through Friday 8-5
Saturday. Sunny Acres
Nursery, 901
Johnny
Robertson mad 753-3619
and Murray Sport Marine.
718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Two Inner side mount tool
boxes, long wheel base
753-8072

Commerci
Olive Blvd
sity Book
2967 aftei
Shop for 11
of Murral
8287
Iding
peg Cent
heating
condition

April 1
3018

31. War

World Ill
1.3
perhaps
Prefer
bedroom
baths,
range,
arid dis
city witl
Older cc
children,
chased
Murray.

Used
machine
ice
clearance All types 502554-5090 after 4 pm

25. Business Services
For all your Avon needs call
753-6487

26. TV-Radio
Assume monthly payment
on a new Magnavox t v..
paying only $7.96 down.
Leach's Music & T.V . in the
Jim-Adams
shopping.
center, Paris, TN.
Solid state RCA color t n,
19'' screen, fancy wooden
stand and casing. Excellent
condition. $300. 753-6744
after 5 pm.

32. Apts

Apartments
downtown
4109
Almost no
duplex. la
phances fu
dryer hool
private car
deck. After
753-9574o
For rent 2
ments at
3530 or P.
pm.

Used 19- color t v.. also
repossessed 25- color with
remote. Low
monthly
payments warranted 7537575
I V rer:t• Horny
Sale'
Mobile home, 12x60 good
condition patially furnished. Pr baths 2 bedrooms.
$3500 Located in Cadiz
For more information' call
753-1746
12x58
Scheville.
2
bedroom, mostly furnished.
$3800. Call 753-8417

28. Mob. Home Rents

Furnished 10 wide trailer
with 3 added bedrooms,
front porch big garden
place for hogs and
chickens Located east of
Almo $60 per month 753'•
6791
Two bebniom trailer, comWheelbarrows
$19 99.
pletely furnished very nice.
$29 99, $42.99. and 69 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
$150 per month Call 7538964 after 5 pm
20. Sports Equipment
Two bedroom furnished,
The Pistol People Invest in
water furnished. $90
a feeling of security, largest
month "plus deposit.
variety, lowest priced, no
Highway 121 South Call
registration or red tape in
753-5405
Kentucky. Country Boy
Two bedroom furnished
Store, 9 miles west of
low utilities Shady Oaks
Hopkinsville junction KY
$135 per month 753-7980
164-117 Hours 8-5. Sunday
or 753-8087
12-5,(502) 885-5914.
Three bedroom trailer,-'4
Un laimed
lay-away
miles east of Murtay, Call
bicy s Pay only balance
753-7881
due an. •ick up a new Huffy. new
Two bedrooms small quiet
ranty One 26".
men's $7
court, reasonably priced.
e 20- mag
wheel $85.
$80. single or couple Call
o 20" Hi
Rise, $59 Coas r Coast
753-8216 after 5 pm
Hardware, Central Shoi. • •
Two bedroom furnished
Center, Murray.
trailer 3 miles east of Murray Air-conditioned gas
24. Miscellaneous
eat washer water furnish.
Eor sale 12'r refrigeration
ed Students of families
truck bed in excellent conwelcome. $100 a month
dition Would make ex-75-31120zellent out building 753.
5215
Two bedroom furnished
trailer central heat and •
_awn mower batteries 12
Call
753-4808
rtolt. 24 month guarantee
121.99 Wallin Hardwarr
Two bedroom trailer In
Tans
'-Shady Oaks Call 759-459?

For rent.
townhouse
carpet. ran
disposer,
washer-drye
tral heat an
7559 or 753
New 2 bedr
kitchen app
storage,
deposit. No
One bedn
apartment.
ed. $80
deposit,
South. 753One bed,'
. apartme
3410yedecorated
'trance, flea
753-7418 a
Small fun
inquire at
St. \

1

1

r;effit7

Alst

I

Termite
home b
the mo
treated
Control
Over 2
uperotc

MOBILE HOMES
TENNESSEE HOME CENTER
Factory Direct Coast to Coast
Best Quality L lowest Prices
Professional Services - Easy Terms
Hwy. 641 S. Paris, Tn.

Phone: 642-2201

Now Taking Applications
For

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Northwood Dr., Murray, Ky.
1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One
bedroom
handicapped units.
&apply Mon Fri 1 1 cop. to I p.w.

611. and
Grass Cal
55 Rolls
Hi to She
12 Ft Fa
Back Ski
12 Ft. Hi
Hi to Shr
Our Fine!
Shags
Compare
12 Ft. Cr
Rubber!
11 Foam
2% off

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157
tquol Housing Oppnriunity

Drc

^Art

ASSAIN

•

PA(. 13 THE MURRAY,Ky., LEDGER &TIMES,Saturday. Ntereb 211, 18/11

IS
louses
4.35
length,
1 $20
ir 753-

28. Mob. Home Rents

Ws.TOAtifit

111-.11iti-Supp1ies

Trailer for rent Call 753- Two bedroom duplex, ap9104 or after 5 Pm 753 pliances
furnished,
1551
available April 1st. Phone
30. Business Rental 753-9400
Iwo bedroom apartment
kitchen appliances, washer
Mini
and dryer hookup. Deposit
Worelsisesse
required Call 753-0859
Storage Space
Two room apartment for
For Rent
single person, one block off
753-47SS
court square Call 753-8332
from 1-4 30 pm
Commercial building on
Olive Blvd formerly Univer- Three room furnished apartsity Bookstore Call 753- ment, water furnished Call
753-9925.
2967 after 5 pm
bedroom duplex in
Two
for
Shop
rent 4 miles south
of Murray on 641 492- Northwood Subdivision Kitchen appliances furnished.
8287
No pets. Deposit required
753-2965.
Building in DisieWnd Shop
Ong Ceeeee coniplete with
heating, lighting ond air
Two bedroom furnished
Available
conditioning
apartment, very 'close to
April 1, 1981 Call 753
University 753-9211.
3018

ANC Great Dane puppies
good bloodline 7513749
Bird dog pups, 3 months
old Call 435-4433
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and
AKC Austrailian cattle dogs
Call 436-2858
For sale Border Collie pup
pies, excellent bloodline
492 8651

49. Used Cars
-841.-DCS

AL ESTATE

74 Dodge Colt, good
condition, carp.
clean, good gas
mileage. $1750 for
Quick Sale! 767-4441.

StrUsed Trudi- 53. Services Offeredi-1 M.Services Offered
san
6 cylinder engine 4-speed
transmission runs good
Call 753-2501.

Guttering by Sears ,ears
continous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for tree
estimate
Gravel hauled Call 753
6186 or /535948
General home repair
Carpentry concrete won,
plumbing roofing sidiny
window and door
sithation Free estimate,
No lob too small Colscr
Construction 414-2359
474-2276

Will do plumbing, hetlint
carpentry and roofing. 7532211
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do bachhoe
work Call Roger Hudson
'53-4545 or 753-6763

1976 Dodge Van, customized. 58.000 actual miles.
$2950 Call 1-354-6217
sale
1976 Bobcat with power. 3- 1973 International truck
t tops
door high mileage. Priced
van 22 106 model good
to sell $1600 or best otter condition price 52995 95
ALL
melite:
AI'S Super Shell
Call 437-4836
isioogt.
1 Saws.
Call (901) 642-7140 ask tor
South 4th Street
t4Ora6S
1976 Chevrolet
high extension 45 or 37
1999
Murray
41. Public Sale
mileage extra clean power
Complete
Auto
Indoor garage sale, 29-30,
steering brakes, windows.
Repair free tube with
1978
ses. 6
Chevrolet
94 East to Highway 732, 2
locks 52000. Can be seen
ad
and
filter change
f00171.
Pickup, power and
miles on right. Freezer
Garden preperation no Job
at 1510 Sycamore
7S3-78%.
4999,
air-conditioning. Extoo small Call 436-5678
china cabinet, heat pump
1978 Camero air steering
Wallin
tra clean. Price
Tommy Phillips
Something for everyone'
Warning' Don t read Sit
brakes, AM-FM stereo tape
436-5434.
S3,650.00.
Heating, refrigeration, and unless you're in need of
tilt wheel. 4-speed 753Bound to happen, I suppose."
rdding,
electrical repair
Kirksey Flea Market, openBob's roofing carpentry or elec9787PURDOM
es and
Refrigeration
ing Saturday. March 21st 43. Real Estate
Service trical work New or repair
43. Real Estate
OLDSMOBILE
Caprice,
1974
low
mileage
1-2 00.
Hazel. KY 498-8370 or All guaranteed Call. Joe
Located trX mile north in
PONTIAC
iflings.
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE all options. $1695 1953
753-9226 for free estimate
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Kirksey Patchwork quilts a
0-.
Ford
tractor,
condigood
CADILLAC
Jy 8-5
LOWER for lake front prospeciality. Guaranteed cornbasement' We make
Wet
awai
Insulation
blown
t)
in
by
tion,
$1695
1975
Honda
Acres
753-531S
33. Rooms for Rent pletely handmade. 489perty Owner will finance
Sears_ save on these high wet basements dry, work
ohnny
28 acre tract at Just 11% 125 motorcycle, like new.
Rent
Rooms for rent, one block 2417
To
Want
31.
heating and cooling bills completely guarenteed Call
13619
753-1222 Build your own private 5475. 753-3942_
from University. 753-1812 Moving
Call Sears. 753-2310 for or write Morgan Consale.
2115
lanne
retreat in this beautiful 1968 Dodge Dart. 8
Would Re to rent for
or 753-6933.
struction Co Route 2 Box
free estimate
Gatesborough Circle, Satur400
lake setting or take advan- cylinder, good condition. 52. Boats and Motors
with
years
1-3
409A. Paducah KY 42001
34. Houses For Rent day. Clothes, furniture, free GOOD INVEST- tage
of an excellent invest- Call 753-3871 from 5-9 Pm. 14' Alumintim fishing boat
it tool
perhaps option to buy.
or call day or night 1-44/freezer
The copy I restorotion
MENT
and trailer. 5275. Call 753ment Priced to sell quickFive room unfurnished
base
Prefer 3 or 4
7026.
of okl photos at
Three bedroom brick
ly Ask for Wendy at Spann 1977 Ford Mustang If 8401
nouse in the county, $150 Yard sale, 1613 Ryan. 8 til
Light blue new tires, mag
bedrooms, 2 or more
within walking
Realty Associates. 753- wheels,
Carter Studio
per month, $150 deposit 5, Saturday.
power steering and 22 Ft sailboat, 502-554thine
baths, kitchen with
7724.
distance of the
iequired. Phone 753-3293 43. Real Estate
304 Main 753 8 798
SWIFT
brakes, air-conditioning, 5090 after 4 pm
502range, refrigerator,
after 5 pm.
University.
This
AM-FM stereo with factory 35 Foot Chnscraft Romer
ROOFING
and dishwasher, in
house could be good
House for rent in Coldwater
8-track, digital clock. Sedan Cruiser Call 1-314Ihsvesters, Deessiepws, Rea
city with coblevision.
investment property
vices
deal as& te see this
Free Estimates!!
tachometer. Excellent runn- 748-5561 or 1-314-471- K & K Stump Removal. Do
on 121. 2 or 3 bedroom,
Older couple with no
as a rental, or would
•6f00141
WOW
•••
ma.
ing condition. Spotless in- 8188
you need, stumps removed
gas heat, air-conditioned
Call 753-5976
Is call
children, recently purdi,i.ie•
I
d
be ideal for a young
et
from your yard or land
terior. Call 753-6331.
carpeted washer and dryer
•••
Like new. 1976 Somerset,
chased business in
couple's first home.
hookup, stove, refrigerator,
BOYD-MAJORS
1978 Ford LTD wagon. 18 ft inboard/outboard. cleared of stumps? We can Window cleaning, fast serKlagsweeil Itri•e
tills
Price just lowered
Murray. Call 759-4611 dishwasher furnished. Call
remove stumps up to 24" vice
satisfaction
REAL ESTATE
1978 Fairmont Squire. Will 165 hp Newly upholstered
wWwi
P^Natitty
anent
$3000 to $32,000.
below the ground, leaving guaranteed. Free estimate.
489-2775.
753-8080
slow• elepod 31.1•11d maim
sell either one. Call 753- 753-3119 or 753-2723.
tv
only
Phone
sawdust
and
7511222,
chips
KopCall
30 lots Seporb locatioa
753-7140
6322.
for rent, 8 miles east
Professional Services
32. Apts. For Rent ofHouse
Jown
perud Realty.
MARINE SERVICE. Evinrude Call for free estimate. Bob Will
makes this good In••stmont
Murray near Panorama
With The Friendly Touch"
mow yards, 15 years
1972
Ford
Torino
S/W,
runs
in the
Kemp
ha
the
435-4343
fear*
or
Bob
Call
Johnson
today,
Mercury,
THE
OLD
Apartments for rent, near Shores. 436-2582.
OMC
experience. Call 753-6564.
good
LOCATION
and
looks
CHARM,
good,
4
new
ping
Kemp.
Jr.
435-4319
Sterndnve
and
Mercruiser
COUNTRY
downtown Murray. 753Shroat9 AM to 9 PM
tires and other new parts. Murray Sport 8 Marine.
Two bedroom house: 1
CONVEAND
4109
STORE
Licensed electrician and
Call
753-8166_
bedroom apartment; 2
NIENCE
718
Waldrop
South
4th,
753-7400
Lots of good property
gas installation, heating intv
Almost new 2 bedroom bedroom duplex. Call 753You'll have it all in
1972 Ford Fairlane, looks 53. Services Offered
and lots of good
ioden
stallation and repairs. Call
Rial Estate
duplex. large rooms, ap- 2967 after 5 pm.
BR,,
3
beautiful
is
good,
good,
runs
high
memories go with
753-7203.
?tient
Uncle len Center 731-1707
pliances furnished, washer212 bath brick home
mileage. 5395. 1965 Ford 6
ROOFING
6744
this unusual listing.
dryer hook-up in utility, Three bedroom house, 2t;i
Leaf raking husband and
Canterbury.
Livcylinder
n
van,
good,
$595
acres
land,
stock barn, $6000 down and you can
Ballt-Op Shingles
Turn of the century
private carport and patio
wife team, $4 per Jiour
Reim-ewes. All week
Call 489-2595.
ing room, den with
General Store with
deck. After 330 PM. call pond. fenced 2 acres. Call have your own mechanic
each Call Mon Weds 753also
d.
Fre•
spacious
•
fireplace,
after
753-5297
5
pm.
all the old display
For sale 1978 Buick, 4753-9574 or 753-6513.
shop Owner will finance
8817
with
estimates.
kitchen, central heat
door. V6. $2500. 1973 Imcases and many old
tthly
liPliVedWAPAWee
Call 751-11S9
Electrical
For rent: 2 bedroom apart- Three bedroom, 2 bath, the balance Call Vicki at
and air-you'll love
pala, 2-door. V8, $350
furnishings included •
Spann Realty for more in753
7534541
ments at Embassey 753- den, living room, kitchen
will row yards clean var•
this one.
Service
753-9872.
dining
combination,
in
formation,
753-7724.
sale.
fenced
Located
in
3530 or 753-4331 after 5
do true shrubs and haul
CLOSE TO
backyard with tall hedge for
old Almo, property
away cuttings. Call 753.
1968 GTO 400 with Muncie ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
pm.
Sale,
SHOPPING
privacy, concrete patio and
includes a full city
4947 otter 5:30
4-speed transmission. Call or vinyl siding and trim
For rent: 2 bedroom grill.
iood
34 Years
Excellent location
Excellent
Aluminum trim for brick
block. Ideal for
437-4645 after 5:30 pm.
iishtownhouse apartment. neighborhood. on quiet
shaded fenced bac
houses Jack Glover. 753Experience
restaurant or any
1976
Half
ton
Dodge 1873
carpet. range, refrigerator, street near rirl.S.U. One year
Nfls
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
yard, 3 BR., 1 Bath
type retail business
Reasonable
pickup truck; one owner.
disposer,
dishwasher, lease required. $500 per
Ida
Commercial and residenB.V. with carport
including its present
Aluminum
Service
Co.,
Rates - Licen1978
one
Buick:
owner.
washer-dryer
hookup. cen- month. Available June 1,
call
tial.
Also
patching,
sealing,
dinin
Separate
use as a General
1969 Cadillac. Call 474- aluminum and vinyl siding. and striping. For estimates sed and Intral heat and air. Call 753- 1981. Call 753-5805 after
room, elec. heat an
Store, $39,500. Phone
custom
work call 753-1537.
trim
2337.
7559 or 753-7550.
ANOTHER NEW
5-30 PM.
sured - Call
Drivc,
Paved
air.
2
Kopperud Realty,
References Call Will Ed
LISTING
New 2 bedroom duplex, all Three bedroom house, gas
1397
located
at
hed
Mills carpet installation.
753-3943
Bailey, 753-0689
753-1222 for alk the
BEST
Attractive
3
kitchen appliances, outside heat, air-conditioning,
Johnson Blvd. Priced
reasonable
rates,
details.
BUY
EVER!
Bob's
Home
Improvement guaranteed labor for
bedroom, 2 bath
storage,
references, carpeted, washer-dryer
to sell at $32,500.
one YATES ROOFING Shingle
1979 Continental
Service Remodeling, pain- year
mts
CANTERBURY, 3 bedroom,
home approximately
deposit. No pets. 753-0814. hookup, $200 plus deposit.
No vinyl please. Call roofs new or re-roofing, old
Ideal for retired cou4-door
ting,
Town
cement
work,
general
car,
2 bath home desigoed for
one year old. Located
oiler
Gene Mills, 753-0901
ple or young family.
roof removed, replaced, or
One bedroom furnished 753-2835.
home maintenenace and infully equipped.
large family. Enjoy spacious
in small subdivision
' apartment, water furnishNeed work on your trees? repaired, hot asphalt built
spections
Free
estimates
HATCHER
great room with fireplace,
livestock-Supplies
37.
den.
halfway
between
ed, $80 month plus
Topping, pruning, shaping, up roofs. metal roofs
753-4501
large kitchen-dining area 2
AUTO SALES
and
Murray
and
deposit. Highway 121 For sale: A pair of matching
complete removal and painted, roof coatings. and
car garage, and fenced
515
S.
12th
St.
COLDWATER
LAWN
&
McClain,
mule
lack
Call
Mayfield.
Offered
in
South, 753-5405.
more. Call BOWER'S TREE roll roofing All types roof
back yard in this nearly new 44. Lots For Sale
GARDEN
SHOP SERVICE for professional repair References furnish1-901-822-3734 or 753the mid $40'5 with
One bedroom furnished 7802
you toshow
home
us
Let
1972
Lawnmowers,
Rob
MG
-tillers,
Midget.
good
coned 18 years experience all
assumable loan.
tree care, 753-8536
Morray's Newest
- \
apartment,
newly
day. Call Spann Realty
dition, $1500. Call 767- chain saws, expertly
work guaranteed Call "The
Phone 753-1222, KopExclusive
Sabdivisiew
pkipedecorated, private en- Pigs for sale Call 489Associates, 753-7724.
painting. Professionals-.
repaired. Pickup 'and Professional
2837.
Woodgate Estates
753-4596
perud Realty for
ice,
trance, near University Call 2697.
paperhanging,
paneling
Waterfront Business No .r2li
Real Service in Real
1980 Mustang with sun delivery available. 489- Commercial or residential or 901-642-0158 collect
Paved streets, curbs
53
753-7418 after 3 pm
Acre. M I- On Tennessee
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book
2853.
PM.
8
AM
to
5
roof, silver, good condition
Estate!
and gutters, city
river, this boat sales business is
20 years experience. Free 56.Pee Column
Small furnished apartment. your good mares for 1981
4-uNirr APARTMENT
housed in a good one story 4572
56200. Call 436-5360 or Concrete and block, brick estimates,
water and sewer, R-1
759-1987
ed.
Free' Squirrel dog puppies.
sq ft building. Fronts US
inquire at 100 South 13th breeding season. Three
BUILDING
work.
753-7301
Basements,
restrictions. Located
highway mile to resort area,
;90
stallions. 753-6126
Good rate of return
driveways, storm cellars, SUNBIRD AIRLINES. Daily half Walker hound Call
some shelving, portable crane,
1973
Plymouth
Fury
for
Johnny
on
Robertson
commuter flights between 436-5650 after 5 pm
all equipment on the premises
on this 2 story, 4 unit
sale_ Cruise control, 53,000 porches. 20 years ex;all
Road. Financing
included in the sale. $91,500. to
Murray and Nashville Call Part German Shepherd.
rental property.
perience. 753-5476.
miles.
$600.
753-9229.
Call
available.
489-2199.
Priced in the $50's.
part Collie 6 months old,
Carpenter
Acreage, No 252
Service
Commerical
New
Creekwood
1970 Toyota. 4-door.
ed.
Assumable loan and
M I, Rolling land features 185
homes, remodeling, Sharpen hand saws and male dog Free to good
automatic
with
new
air,
Developers
Inc.
highway.
ks
a
frontage
US
on
foot
home
Call after 4 30 753owner financing
skill saws Call 753-4656
Land is zones commerical, has
tires, and rebuilt engine. cabinets, decks, anything
80
0427
753-4091
available,
with wood, quality work.
utilities available About 2 miles
ExcellefaNcondition
474to the renter of town Yours for 45. Farms
reasonable terms.
Phone 753-0565
For Sale 2732
Expert car and home 57. Wanted
Also household, lawn, indoors
$32.niel
-4
Phone 753-1222, KopDale
Family of four looking for
Spencer's
portable
repair.
stereo
STROUTI1EALTY
62
Acre
farm for sale, 48 1979 VW Scirocco, is in
all
perud Realty.
and outdoors!
Joe I.. Kenttttn Broker
country building site near
WORLD OF SOUND
acres tendable, tobacco good condition, gets ex- sand blasting and painting
1912Culdwaier lid
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198
Murray. Two to 25 acres
222 S. 12th St.
barn. Call 489-2425.
cellent mileage. 753-1378
Punks t Tintraten
753-0186
et
with woods and some open
753-5865
Fence
sales
at
Sears
now
46.
Homes
For
Sale
50.
Used
Trucks
rd
Inseraacell,
land Call 759-4901
Professional Pest Control
Hey! Hey! Want a garden
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
*II
Real Estate
and a place for a horse? We For sale by owner Lovely 2 1975 CJ-5 Jeep with ap- free estimate for your
Soetkeld• Court Sq,
have it! A Pt tract with 3 bedroom brick home at 909 proximately 43.000 miles. needs
Murray, Kentlecky
!d
bedroom brick home, barn Pogue Avenue. Fireplace, .449-2513.
FLOOR SANDING. Staining
225 1. P. Miller St. Across f,om Community cent,
753-4451
ifwith 8 stalls and fenced newly redecorated kitchen, 1980 C1-5 Renegade Jeep. and finishing. Call 35435
pasture. An additional attached garage, R-22 in- carmel brown with lots of 6127
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Once in a lifetime a home feature is assumable VA sulation. very quiet location
h.
chrome. 6 cylinder, 4like this comes along. The loan with small equity and near hospital. 753-0387,
is
Open Hours
speed. power steering, tilt
WEST
grounds of this stately two low interest rate. Let us Nice house for retirement
1
wheel, lock-in lock-out
KENTUCKY
Mon.,
Tues.,
-Termites You spend thousands of dollars for a
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
story solid brick home gives show you a great invest- or that young couple's first
hubs, AM-FM stereo radio,
ASPHALT
home but never think about termites - they cause 'the illusin of a private ment. You'll
8-12
be glad you home
753-3685
New
carpet, soft top
Cooung
and
Real sharp'
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
-estate" within the city did. Priced in the 540's. Of- remodeled kitchen
sealing'
and $6000 Call 753-4007 after
For Appointment
limits_ From the entry hall. fered by CENTURY 21 Loret- bath, garden space
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite 8 Pest
753 8163
and 5 pm
to your right is a warm ta Jobs, Realtors. 753- fenced yard Call
Control, 100 South 13th Street Murray, KY
753-3903
spacious living room with 1492.
II
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
Two bedroom house with 2
fireplace, to your left is a
operated.
garage apartments, near
charming library with floor
In order to effectively ginge the readership of our classified ad section
Acres of good
13
hospital. $400 per month
the classified ad section of the
to ceiling bookcases, to the
Ledger L Tines will be conducting a contest within the classified section.
farm land, well con- income. 525.000 Write to
This contest will start April 1,
rear is the formal dining
end
vial
1981
run
for
structed 3 bedroom
the entire month of April.
P.O. Box 712, Murray
room and compact kitchen
house with full basewith storage in every cor47. Motorcycles
While It [sits
No purchase or registration is required
ment located only 2'2
ner On the second floor.
6 ft. and 12 ft. Outside
miles from town. For sale 1975 Kawasaki
you will discover three
I799
mint
1/5.
condition,
only
Owner must sell!
Winning names will be picked from the Murray Calloway County telephone
Grass Carpet
bright airy bedrooms with
Mint COlort L so
directory
2350 miles. asking $675
the master bedroom having
55 Rolls Mixed Styles Color of
Outstanding
gas
mileage
3 Bedroom home on
it's own fireplace This
SA95
Five
names
will
be
chosen
each
week
Hi to Shag
sqyd
80 acres, full dry Call 759-1303
home has the charm of
12 fl. fat Rubber
yesterday, the comforts of
basement, central For sale Kawasaki KZ-500.
The names of the five winners will be published for one week in the
5495
Classified Section of the Ledger
today and the conveniences
heat and air; com- 2000 miles Call 753-0928
Back Shag
Main Colors
Twos.
of tomorrow Won't you
pletely remodeled. 33 Motorcycle trailer. 75312 Ft. Hi to Shag Our Best
come and let us give you
acres of lendable bot- 8072
5650 to S695 s4
Winners must claim their prizes within the week their noire is published.
your private tour todayr Call
Hi to Shag
tom land, 40 acres of
759-1492 Offered by CENgood timber. Priced 1976 Yamaha DT-175B dirtOur finest liFt Plush
street Good condition Only
Privet will consist of: $1.00 in cash ore free classified ad 153.25
TURY 21 Loretta lobs?'
for quick sale!
velem/
Shags
$1
"to S995 so ft
2.800 miles $475 Call
Realtors
after 6. 767-4455
Compare to carpet selling at twice Ins price.
Whiner or their aethortied rep
tatives must cell at the ledger Times business office during
normal
office hairs to claim prises
29 Acres of good
1980,Yamaha 400 Special,
12 ft Commercial Tweed
/Aarrey-Celloway
$799
producing
form
600
land
miles
lust
like
new
Celerity Realty
Rubber Back
iq la
L
753-0112 or after 430.
with nice 3 bedroom
Classified eds that ere rem as prizes of this contest will not exceed
(502)753.0146
14 words end will run for 3 days. (If
$1 00
753-8387
ronch
style
winner desires he may non longer ad for a longer period of time end
Foam Pad
home.
3SIN lieh St.
I si
pay the difference.)
Priced reasonable.
Nieseray, Ey. 411171
1979 Yamaha MX-100. ex2% oll lor cash ewer - Checks eel kaleded • Nosey OriN
seemcellent condition $750.
This contest will rye only awing the month of April 1981
lupe IN rail sar lien le cheese heel
Penote•111.•-?SLIM
Call 7513672
753411111
limbo Dem- 111.1•11
IIWI•• ravel- /141.4•13
Read the Classified Ad Section of the Murray ledger t Tines every day!
Leek for year owe! Yoe may he
Twee Itroweke, boAlsears
Itilatat I
t5142N
Milts Wel ihrtit
For
sale
1964
Rambler
Ow a.•••••••nobre
parts 753 8877

$2,000
REF3ATE

Min

Joe
West

753-8080

r51-\

TERMITES

FOR DEPENDABLE

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

Kelley's Termite lia
Pest Control, Inc.

Fabulous Carpet Sale

1

Paschall & Son
I

1111k7k'

48. Auto.
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Deaths and Funerals Violinist
No Longer Has To Play Backup Music
Mayfield Woman,

Ralph Boyd
Simpson Dies
At Lourdes

14 MIKE HENDRICKS
Associated Press Writer

classical fIALLS1C. He iisny in his natiJe Portugal. music cudununly dvailable
•In this country, rock
plays 100 concerts a year as Oliveira's brother, John, is a today. He said most of toa soloist with the best or- violinist for the Houston day's young parents were music is appreciated totally
BINGHAMTON,
N.Y. chestras around
the world. Symphony.
brought up on rock music out of habit, certainly not for
AP) — Elmar Oliveira no Connposers
Oliveira's father used his and cannot pass on an ap- what is entering through the
write concertos
Mrs.
Hearn,
Reid
41,
longer has to support himself just for him.
Ralph Boyd Simpson,
carpentry skills to make a preciation of classical music ears. The worst example is
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield, died at 3 p.m. Fri- by playing backup music for
disco. It all sounds the
"It has provided me with violin for his son. Now to their children.
the
day
Baptist
in
Hospital, Coca-Cola commercials,
Ralph Wear of Paducah,
the opportunity to play with Oliveira plays a 1730
"I think a lot of people same."
Memphis.
Broadway plays or West a lot more major
formerly of Murray, died
Reagan is, Oliveiria
orchestras Stradivarius. The rare in- think classical music is too
Survivors include her hus- Coast singers.
Thursday at 12.45 p.m. at
It has opened a career for strument can cause travel serious, too difficult to believes, "cutting things I
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. band, Reid, who is president
In 1978, Oliveira took his me in Europe.
he
has
no
And it has problems, Oliveira said.
understand, and rock is sim- think
He was 18 years of age and a of the Security Federal Bank violin to Moscow and won the made me
understanding of. For him to
a
big
"I've
box-office
had
some
ple,"
fantastic
he
said.
resident of 129 North Ninth in Mayfield. Other personal Tchaikovsky International iraw," said Oliveira,
expect
the
major and the
31, in a arguments with airline peoOliveira said he is coninformation
was not Competition, the first
Street, Paducah.
-ecent interview.
ple about putting my in- cerned that President smaller orchestras of the
American violinist to break
The young man died of available at press tune.
country
to
survive on private
"The most time I've had strument in their baggage Reagan's budget cuts will
The body was to be taken the Russian hold on the
massive head and internal
funding
is
totally
without anything to do is a section, but when I tell them hurt classical music.
injuries which he sustained to Byrn Funeral Home, coveted Tchaikovsky Medal. week or two
in the last three it is worth the tail end of
"I am not the kind of per- unrealistic."
in a three-vehicle traffice ac- Mayfield, where arThe feat made him a years.
But Oliveira also predicts
I am taking a month their plane they conic son to say rock music is all
cident that occurred last rangements are incomplete. celebrity in the world of off for the first
time since the around."
garbage, but unfortunately a brighter American future
Sunday near South Fulton
competition just to relax and
As it did ,in his own the great percentage of it for his brand of music.
Tenn.
work on new material."
boyhood, Oliveira says, is," he said. "I can count on
SurvicOrs include his
Oliveira spent the month- music appreciation begins at my fingers the number of
father, Robert M.-$irdpson.
long competition in Moscow home. But the violinist is groups that have anything
Melber; his mother, Mrs
listening to people tell him outspoken in his criticism of new Or valid to say.
Mary Wear Simpson.
that he had no chance to win,
Paducah; one brother, Toni
that the judges always
Simpson, Camp Lejeune, N.
Brown estimated the favored a Russian and that
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(API —
C. his grandparents, Mr.
he had picked his musical
and Mrs. Ralph Wear, The state of Kentucky will state's share of interest
selections poorly.
Paducah, and Mrs. Richard help the city pay interest repayment would not exceed
CINCINNATI
— The society for someone to speak
When he returned to
costs for loans negotiated to $120,000 a year.
Simpson, Endwell, N.Y.
Binghamton, where he Church of God wants to stop out against this," TimmerFuneral services will be pay for repairing sewers Signing of the city-state
teaches at the state universi- River Downs from opening a man said. "I feel it is my
held Monday at 9 a.m. at St. damaged by the Feb. 13 ex- contract would allow the
ty, 500 people greeted him at playroom on grounds that it responsibility to bring it to
Francis de Sales Catholic plosions, according to a city- release of millions of dollars
in federal money to finance the airport, and he was in- will encourage gambling and people's attention."
Church, Paducah, with the state agreement.
be a corrupting influence on
Timmerman
asked
The contract, which Gov. repairs. Those funds are vited to the White House.
Rev. John Speaks ofOliveira first began play- the children.
Hamilton County Prosecutor
John Y. Brown Jr. said he frozen until local matching
ficiating.
Rev.
The
Larry
Timmering
Simon
seriously
when
Leis
he was a
Jr. to intervene.
Burial will follow in the expects to sign Monday, funds are guaranteed.
With the agreement, it ap- 9-yearold boy in Connecticut. man,state superintendant of Leis said the matter would
Murray City Cemetery here ends some days of haggling
Church
the
of
God
in
Ohio,
"It was almost inevitable
take more study.
with the arrangements by between the city and state pears certain that MSD will
that I would pick up the said Friday that a pinball
"I'm not in a position to
the Roth Funeral Home, over how the governments seek a rate increase, apand
electronic
gameroom give a legal opinion right
violin because I heard music
Paducah, where friends may should split the 25 percent parently in excess of 10 perin the home," he says now. planned at the track now," Leis said. "I'll
call after 2 p.m. today share of the cost for repair- cent, to help defray repair
amounts to a nursery research the complaint and
ing the sewers. Federal costs. Before the explosions, "Hardly a day went by when
(Saturday I.
"where mothers can drop off see if there's any violation of
I
did
not
either
hear
recorMSD
had
planned
to seek a
disaster funds will pay for 75
their children while they law."
percent of the repairs, which 10 percent rate hike in early dings, my father playing or
play the ponies."
Larry Koligian, general
are estimated to include 1982. The city and state my brother practicing."
"As a religious leader. I manager of River Downs,
His father was a "pretty
some $25 million for sewers wouldd have to approve a
good mandolin player" back feel it is in the best interest said he was bewildered by
rate increase,
and $9 million for roads.
of our community and our the criticism.
The agreement calls for
the Metropolitan Sewer
LEXINGTON,Ky. AP) — District to pay for any sewer
Dr. Irvin E. Lunger, presi- repairs not financed by the
dent of Transylvania Univer- federal government, with
sity for 19 years until 1976, the city picking up the costs
was named acting president for street repairs. The
of the private, liberal arts Louisville Water Co. would
college on Friday.
pay an estimated $850,000 to
The appointment, effec- repair its own damaged
tive July 1, was announced lines, with MSD paying the
by Board of Curators Chair- other threequarters of the
man W.T. Young after a cost.
faculty meeting.
The state would then join
Young said Lunger, 69, the city in paying interest on
"will have all the rights and MSD loans of $1 million to $3
responsibilities of presi- million needed to finance
dent" until a permanent suc- sewers reconstruction. MSD
cessor to Dr. William Kelly would repay the principal on
is named. Kelly earlier an- those loans.
nounced he would resign
Brown, wit is vacationing
June 30 to become senior in Florida, said in a
associate in a Washington telephone interview that he
considers the agreement
consulting firm.
Lunger.was the 21st presi- "equitable." He had been
dent of Transylvania. His reluctant to set a precedent
tenure was the longest in the of obligating state money to
school's history. Lunger repair public property, "but
joined the faculty in 1955 as since Louisvillians are the
professor of religion and major taxpayers in the state,
dean of Morrison Chapel.........J.C.an live with it."

Mrs. Reid Hearn,
Dies Friday

State To Aid Louisville
In Paying Loans For
Repairs To Sewers

Church Wants To Stop

Playroom At Downs

NOTICE

SECURITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN
WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY
MONDAY OUT OF RESPEC
FOR THE RECENT DEATH OF
KAY HEARN, WIFE OF REED
HEARN, PRESIDENT 0"
SECURITY FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN

Security Federal

Lunger Appointed
President Of
Liberal Arts College

INHABIT
A
RABBIT
INTRODUCING 1981
RABBIT DIESEL
EPA Mileage
56 MPG Hwy.
Large Inventory
To Choose From

CARROLL VWAudi•Mazda
Inc.

'I think people will get fed
up with the lack of quality,
not just in niusic, but in
everything. Eventually, the
people will reach a saturation point, a' level of
mediocrity they will not
tolerate any longer." he
said.
And, he added, adversity
has its pluses. He recalled
how "there were plenty of
times when 1 was starving,
and I just refused to submit
myself to defeat. I t
anybody who is going to
make it as a soloist in my
field has to have that quality."

Savings And Laan

MHS Band
Boosters To Hold
Special Meeting
The Murray Band
Boosters will have a special
meeting at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, March 31,in the Murray
Middle School cafeteria.
A potluck supper will be
served. All parents are asked to bring enough food to
feed their family, such as
casseroles, salads, or
desserts.
Slides and photos of the
Macy's trip will be shown. A
brief meeting will follow the
dinner and entertainmant
will be provided by the MMS
seventh and eighth grade
bands.

See RCA VideoDisc in action at your RCA dealer
Blockbuster movi••! Film classics!
Musical extrav gg
Th• best In
sports! All on inexpensive RCA
VidisoDitcs.
Enjoy yttal you want to see when you
want to see it—right on your own TV set
with ittA MdeoDiscs
Yo get up to 2 hours of entertainment on
a single disc So you can enjoy blockbusters
like Rocky and The Godfather Classics like
Citizen Kane and Casablanca. Entertainment extravaganzas for every taste
from Elton John to the Royal Ballet Historic
sporting events like Super Bowl highlights
and Muhammed Ali tights Your RCA dealer
has a complete catalog of all the 'programs
you can choose from And more titles are
being added all the time

1976 Llocala Coatioental
Mark IV
Block on block burgundy interior
owner new (or (rode in I ke new

2; ODU miles one

Superb picture quality!

Ie

1979 Maata-Llos liaossioaat
34 feet long, power plant. air conditioning, clean
good condition.

ONLY
149900

NO ilesearst

75341341

-_:
',‘•
,
M.4111
A
i

1. C
S4Id remove sleeve

2. Switch lever to "play"

Loading the RCA VideoDisc player is
simplicity itself Just slide the sleeve into
the player remove the sleeve (the disc is
now inside the player), switch the function
lever to "play", sit back and enjoy the show
You never actually see or touch the disc
itself because it always remains protected
in its sleeve except when in the player
Convenient operating foaturos.
Visual Search—so you can go
backward or forward at about 16 times
normal speed to find a favorite scene
11 Rapid Access—SO you can go either
way even faster while a digital readout
indicates elapsed time

Pau,* Button—lets you interrupt play
at any time and start again where you
left off
plus many more features for simple
reliable performance

753-1713

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda,Inc.

You get a picture that's crisp. clean and
stable, because the RCA VideoDisc plays
directly into your TV So there are no ghosts
And no weak pictures because of a weak signal
Its all made possible by the RCAdeveloped CEO capacitance electronic disc
system which uses a stylus-mounted
electrode to extract picture and sound
information from the grooves on an electrically-conductive disc
RCA's computer-controlled system with
tangential tracking arm, constant-speed
turntable and "Duralife" diamond stylus is
designed for maximum precision and sharp.
vivid picture quality

Easier to operate than a record player,

Modal SF1100

MILIj

RCA

•

